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ABSTRACT

CONTROLLING MORPHOLOGY IN SWELLING-INDUCED WRINKLED SURFACES
FEBRUARY 2012
DEREK RONALD BREID, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Alfred J. Crosby
Wrinkles represent a pathway towards the spontaneous generation of ordered surface
microstructure for applications in numerous fields. Examples of highly complex ordered wrinkle
structures abound in Nature, but the ability to harness this potential for advanced material
applications remains limited. This work focuses on understanding the relationship between the
patterns on a wrinkled surface and the experimental conditions under which they form. Because
wrinkles form in response to applied stresses, particular attention is given to the nature of the
stresses in a wrinkling surface. The fundamental insight gained was then utilized to account for
observed wrinkle formation phenomena within more complex geometric and kinetic settings.
In order to carefully control and measure the applied stresses on a wrinkling film, a swellingbased system was developed using poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), surface-oxidized with a UVozone treatment. The swelling of the oxidized surface upon exposure to an ethanol vapor
atmosphere was characterized using beam-bending experiments, allowing quantitative
measurements of the applied stress. The wrinkle morphologies were characterized as a function of
the overstress, defined as the ratio of the applied swelling stress to the critical buckling stress of
the material. A transition in the dominant morphology of the wrinkled surfaces from dimple
ix

patterns to ridge patterns was observed at an overstress value of ~2. The pattern dependence of
wrinkles on the ratio of the principal stresses was examined by fabricating samples with a
gradient prestress. When swollen, these samples exhibited a smooth morphological transition
from non-equibiaxial to equibiaxial patterns, with prestrains as low as 2.5% exhibiting nonequibiaxial characteristics. This transition was seen both in samples with low and high
overstresses.
To explore the impact of these stress states in more complex geometries, wrinkling
hemispherical surfaces with radii of curvature ranging from 50-1000 m were fabricated using
the same material system. Upon wrinkling, the hemispheres formed complex hierarchical
assemblies reminiscent of naturally occurring structures. The curvature of a surface exhibited a
correlation with its critical buckling stress, independent of other factors. This enables the surface
curvature to be used as an independent control over the dimple-to-ridge transition which occurs as
a function of overstress. As in the flat buckling surfaces, this transition was shown to occur at an
overstress value of ~2. Surface curvature was also shown to improve the observed hexagonal
ordering of the dimple arrays, resulting in the formation of regular "golf ball" structures.
Geometric effects in finite flat plates were also examined. Using circular masks during
the oxidation process, plates with radii ranging from 0.4-8.6 mm were created. Upon wrinkling, a
dimple-to-ridge transition was observed with increasing plate size, with the morphological switch
occurring at a radius of ~2 mm. This observed transition was not found to be due to the inherent
mechanics of plates of different sizes, but instead to a reduction in the oxide conversion due to
shadowing or stagnation caused by the masking process, which lowered the applied overstress.
The shape of the finite plate was found to have little impact on the resulting wrinkle
morphologies.
Kinetic aspects of wrinkling were qualitatively characterized by observing the wrinkling
process over the course of swelling. Wrinkling was observed to frontally propagate across the
surface, and the ordering of the patterns which developed showed a qualitative correlation with
x

the degree of uniformity in the advancing wrinkle front. Swelling with different solvents was
found to lead to the formation of different patterns, based on the swelling kinetics of the UVOtreated PDMS upon exposure to each solvent.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Project Overview
The phenomenon of surface wrinkling has been known to humans for millennia, whether
on the faces of their elders, on the skin of dried fruits, or simply on the tips of their fingers
following a long bath. In Nature, we can observe the folding of the Earth's crust into domes and
mountains as well as the complex patterns which comprise our fingerprints. Though it can take
many forms and occur in a wide variety of materials over a wide range of lengthscales, wrinkling
is at its core a simple process. It is the natural response of a thin skin bound to a softer substrate to
some applied compression. The skin, like a strip of paper, bends easily when compressed, but the
amplitude of this bending is severely restricted by its attachment to the substrate. Therefore a
compromise is reached whereby the skin buckles into multiple, periodic wrinkles.
In the past century, the advent of composite materials brought the process of wrinkling to
the attention of scientists and engineers, who recognized it as a mode of failure for lamellar
composites such as airplane wing panels1. The mechanics underlying the wrinkling process were
therefore studied through this framework, focusing on the applied stress required to initiate
wrinkling, so that it might be avoided through appropriate material selection or product design.
More recently, a renewed interest in the study of wrinkling has occurred with the opposite
motivation: to intentionally wrinkle surfaces in order to introduce topographical patterning onto
surfaces2. Since wrinkling is a self-initiated process by which periodic structures are generated
spontaneously out of a uniformly flat surface, it represents a pathway for rapidly creating regular
surface topography over large surface areas without the use of expensive machinery or timeconsuming prepatterning steps. The lengthscale of the generated wrinkle patterns is highly
tunable, ranging from nanometers to centimeters, making wrinkling a highly versatile patterning
method. Additionally, wrinkling is a highly reversible process, and there is significant interest in
using wrinkled structures as smart, responsive materials3.
1

Because of these inherent advantages, surface wrinkling has been used for a number of
specialty materials or processes. As patterning templates, wrinkled surfaces have been used to
guide the assembly of microparticles into lines down to a single particle in width4, and have also
been used as soft contact stamps for the printing of microscale lines5,6. The oriented growth of
cells has also been achieved through the use of aligned wrinkle patterns7. Others have used the
periodic texturing of wrinkles to tune the adhesive properties of a material8-10, even to the point
where wrinkled surfaces show an enhancement in adhesion over flat surfaces. Wrinkling has even
been used to generate advanced optical structures such as a compound lens10, responsive
microlens arrays11, and windows with switchable opacity3.
Despite the recent advances and applications, forming regular, defect-free patterns using
surface wrinkling remains a challenge. As may be readily observed in the natural world,
wrinkling processes have already shown great versatility in terms of the range of complex
patterns which may form, but the ability to systematically access these patterns remains elusive.
Although well-ordered wrinkle patterns have been created using chemical or topographical
prepatterning of surfaces12,13, these methods require multiple steps and lack the simplicity which
distinguishes wrinkling from other patterning techniques. The primary motivation for this thesis
is therefore to study the pattern formation in model wrinkling materials in order to characterize
the many types of patterns that wrinkles may form and to identify the parameters which may be
used to control the emergence of these patterns, to improve their ordering, or to govern the
transitions between them. We first study the dependence of the dominant wrinkle pattern on the
nature of the applied stress states in wrinkling flat surfaces. Using the same material, we then
examine the effect of surface curvature in conjunction with the applied stress states. Third, we
investigate the potential of mesoscale surface patterns to both select wrinkle patterns and increase
their ordering. Finally, we discuss some observations of the direct influence of the kinetics
underlying the wrinkle formation processes.

2

1.2 Background
1.2.1 Periodic Surface Buckling
The mechanism driving the formation of wrinkles lies in the competition between two
different deformation modes: bending and stretching. The bending of a material is nearly identical
to the Euler buckling of a thin rod subjected to compression at its ends (Fig. 1.1a), differing only
in geometric factors. Generally, the applied load required to buckle a simply supported columnar
elastic material of a specified cross-sectional geometry is given by14
(1.1)
Where

is the elastic modulus of the material, is the second moment of area for the buckling

cross-section, and

is the length of the column. For a plate with width

and thickness :

(1.2)
resulting in a critical buckling load of
(1.3)
Likewise, the strain energy of the buckled plate also scales with :
(1.4)

Figure 01 The response of different material geometries to an applied compressive stress: a) a
thin plate; b) a thick bulk material. The width b of the sample is depicted into the page.

3

The stretching of a material refers to the simple deformation experienced in response to
some applied force, where planes in the undeformed material remain planes in the deformed state
(Fig. 1.1b). Although the term "stretching" usually implies elongation rather than compression,
here we use the term to distinguish this simple deformation from the bending described above,
where material planes undergo large out-of-plane deformations. The stretching energy required to
deform a plate in this manner is given by
(1.5)
with as the applied strain.
Comparing equations (1.4) and (1.5), we see that the thickness of the plate plays an
important role in determining which deformation mode is preferable. The bending energy scales
as

, while the stretching energy scales as

. Thus, thinner materials exhibit a

strong preference for bending rather than stretching. This preference is readily apparent when
comparing the deformation, for example, of, a solid block of cheese to that of a thin slice of
cheese.
Consider the response of both a thin, stiff material and a thick, soft material to an
externally applied compression (Fig. 1.2a). The small thickness and higher modulus of the thin
film bias the deformation towards bending, while the soft material prefers stretching for the same
reasons. However, when the two materials are bound together, each prevents the other from
attaining its preferred state of deformation. At small strains, the energy required for simple
compression is small, but at some critical value, the energy required to buckle the film becomes
more favorable (Fig 1.2b). This leads to a periodic instability which combines aspects of both
bending and stretching. The behavior of this buckling bilayer system is governed by15
(1.6)

4

where

is the bending rigidity of the plate,

the buckling film (with

represents the out-of-plane displacements of

as the corresponding normal stresses exerted by the substrate) and

is

the equibiaxial film stress due to simple compression.

Figure 1.2 Response of a thin film bound to a soft substrate to an applied compressive stress.
a) The surface buckles with a material-defined periodicity, combining aspects of both bending
and stretching. b) Stress-strain behavior of a bilayer material undergoing compression
highlighting the buckling instability. The material deforms simply until buckling becomes the
more favorable deformation mode.

Equation 1.6 is a linearization of the classic von Kármán plate buckling equations, based
around the prebuckled state at the point of critical buckling (where the energy of deformation of
the buckled film is equivalent to that of the unbuckled film). The terms on the left-hand side of
the equation represent the bending and in-plane stresses of the buckling film, while the righthand side represents the "restoring" normal stress of the attached substrate. Solving for

yields

periodic solutions of the following form:
(1.7)
with corresponding periodic restoring stresses. An Eigenvalue analysis can then be used find the
values of the wavenumber

for which

is minimized. The critical buckling stress is found to

depend only on the plane strain moduli (
and substrate

, with

:
5

as Poisson's ratio) of the film

(1.8)
with the corresponding critical wavelength :
(1.9)
As we will show later, the ratio of the applied stress to the critical buckling stress
plays a key role in determining the observed morphology. Note that both the critical buckling
stress and the wavelength are dependent only on material properties -- that is, they do not depend
on the applied stress as long as it exceeds the critical stress. The response of the system to a
change in applied stress manifests itself in the amplitude, which is stress-dependent:
(1.10)

1.2.2 Morphological patterns of wrinkled systems
Although the critical buckling point and wavelength are set by the material and geometry
of a buckling system, the patterns which form on a wrinkling surface are much more strongly
dependent on the nature of the stress application. The simplest case is for a uniaxial stress state,
where compression of the wrinkling system is applied mechanically along a single axis. This
results in the formation of long, straight wrinkles aligned perpendicular to the direction of the
applied compression (Fig. 1.3a). While this simple morphology has proven quite useful for
alignment4and metrology16 purposes, a much richer diversity of patterns can be achieved through
the application of biaxial stresses, in particular equibiaxial stress states(Fig. 1.3b).
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Figure 1.3 Examples of wrinkle morphologies. a) Uniaxial stress state. b) Equibiaxial stress
states.

The first experimental reports of wrinkling-induced microstructure involved the
application of a thermal stress to a thin metal film on a soft substrate12,13. Due to the mismatch in
thermal expansion coefficients, an equibiaxial compressive stress arose in the metal film, driving
the formation of labyrinthine patterns13of long wrinkles which meander significantly via sharp
bends, occasionally intersecting each other in three-way junctions (Fig. 1.4a). (Hereafter, we refer
to such patterns as "labyrinth" patterns.) When this wrinkling occurred in the vicinity of some
aligning feature such as the film edge or a topographical step, the wrinkles formed zig-zag
shapes12 (Fig. 1.4b). Subsequent analyses of this pattern, which has come to be known as the
"herringbone" pattern, indicate that it is the preferred morphology of an equibiaxially stressed
material bilayer when the applied stress greatly exceeds the critical buckling stress15,17-19. Rica
and Mahadevan 19 showed, for example, that such a pattern arises naturally as a response of a set
of uniaxially formed wrinkles to a second stress applied perpendicular to the first (or parallel to
the existing wrinkles).

7

Figure 1.4 Examples of wrinkle morphologies in thermally stressed buckling metallic films. a)
Labyrinth morphology b) Herringbone morphology observed in the vicinity of a patterned edge.
[Reprinted from: a) Bowden, et al. 13, and b) Chen and Hutchinson15]
Analysis of the onset of critical buckling reveals several other possible buckling modes.
While the wrinkling wavelength given by Eq. (1.9) is most commonly applied in the context of
uniaxial wrinkling, it is more generally valid for any wrinkling mode whose vertical deformation
can be described by Eq. (1.7)15, provided the wavenumbers

of that mode follow:

(1.11)
yielding a family of possible buckling modes associated with the critical point. For example,
setting

or

yields a pattern identical to the aligned uniaxial wrinkles (Fig. 1.5a),

while setting

gives a pattern corresponding to the sum of two orthogonally

arranged sinusoidal waves (Fig 1.5b), which is known as the "checkerboard" pattern, as it consists
of alternating squares of positive and negative vertical displacement. Similarly, three waves
oriented 120° apart may combine to form patterns of hexagons (Fig 1.5c) or triangles (Fig 1.5d).
The vertical displacements leading to these patterns are described by20
(1.12)
for the hexagonal pattern, and
(1.13)
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for the triangular pattern.
Although infinitely more patterns are admissible by Eq. 1.10, Cai, et al. showed that the
patterns in Fig 1.5b-d are the most favorable for all patterns of their respective general forms20.
This is not surprising considering their highly symmetric nature, as neither the applied stress nor
the material properties were considered to have any directionality. In making these assertions,
Cai, et al. followed an energy minimization approach used by a number of previous
reports15,17,21,22 to determine the preferred ordering of a wrinkled surface. This analytical method
considers the energetic contributions from the bending of the thin film, the stretching of the thin
film, and the stretching of the attached substrate for a prescribed periodic wrinkle pattern,
compared to the strain energy incurred if the bilayer remains unbuckled. At the critical buckling
point, these energies are equal by definition. Above the critical point, wrinkling reduces the
overall energy of the system, and the exact amount of the energy reduction is dependent on the
chosen wrinkling pattern as well as the degree to which the critical buckling stress is exceeded.
Further discussion of this analytical method is provided in Chapter 2.
In addition to analytical methods, there are also a number of experimental reports
exploring wrinkle morphologies. Perhaps the most extensive work in this area is that of Ohzono
and coworkers, who have published a number of papers on the topic23-27. Their approach focuses
on the arrangement and alignment of wrinkle ridges, and the response of these ridges to changes
in the direction of applied stress. A related study was reported by Lin and Yang28 in which
wrinkle patterns were shown to depend on the pathway by which the compressive stress was
applied. Using a swelling-based approach, Chan and Crosby demonstrated the formation of
several different morphologies through the buckling of single, small plates, in which the
expressed morphology was modulated simply by changing the plate size29. However, a common
theme in all of these approaches is that the applied stresses are well beyond the critical stress of
the wrinkling material. In addition, wrinkle formation is externally influenced, either by the
presence of non-uniform stresses during formation or by the confinement caused by small plates.
9

The analytical methods outlined above have suggested that numerous morphologies are available,
even for uniformly applied stresses distant from any edge effects.
The notion that the most energetically favorable wrinkling pattern may depend on the
nature of the applied stress defines one of the major themes of the present work. Although the
relationship between stress and morphology has been given some mathematical treatment using
energy minimization approaches, experimental exploration of this relationship is lacking. In
addition, while the energy minimization approach may be useful to compare various patterns, it
requires prior knowledge of the potential wrinkle pattern to be analyzed. Experiments which
address this problem may potentially reveal new morphologies not previously considered by
existing reports using energy minimization methods. Furthermore, these analytical techniques do
not account for differences in the pathway through which the final stress state is achieved. Kinetic
effects of the stress application process deriving from such transient aspects as diffusion, heat
transfer, or sequential application of stresses may prevent the surface from attaining its lowestenergy conformation.

Figure 1.5 3-D representations of various patterns associated with the critical buckling mode. a)
1-dimensional ridges; b) square "checkerboard" pattern; c) hexagonal dimples; a) triangular
pattern. The modes in b-d are superpositions of two or three 1-dimensional patterns. Adapted
from Cai, et al. 20
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1.2.3 Biomorphogenesis via wrinkling: fingerprint formation
In addition to generalized analysis of wrinkling films, wrinkling processes have also been
studied in the context of the morphogenesis of numerous biological structures. Various
researchers have suggested wrinkling as a possible mechanism underlying the shapes of
biological structures as diverse as lobed fruits30,31, folded arterial linings32, and mammalian
fingerprints33. Of these shapes, the latter is of the most relevance to this thesis, as fingerprints are
famous for their unique and varied patterns. What follows in this section is a brief discussion of
the work of Kücken and Newell33,34 on this topic.
The formation of skin in a developing fetus is quite complex, involving multiple layers
that grow and evolve over time. The ridges of fingerprints form in the epidermis, the relatively
stiff outer layers of the skin. The epidermis rests on the dermis, a softer layer of skin which hosts
structures such as blood vessels and nerve endings. In both fetuses and adults, new cell growth in
the epidermis occurs at the basal layer of cells bordering the dermis, with older cells gradually
migrating to the surface of the skin. In humans, at approximately 10-13 weeks of development,
the basal layer of the epidermis undergoes a period of rapid growth via cell division. Because this
growth is not matched by the rest of the epidermis, a compressive stress builds up in the basal
layer (Fig. 1.6a). It is argued that this stress is eventually relieved by the periodic buckling of the
basal layer into the softer dermis beneath (Fig. 1.6b-c), and that this buckled structure becomes
transferred to the surface of the epidermis through the continued migration of cells from the basal
layer to the surface.
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Figure 1.6 Structure of skin in a developing fetus fingertip. a) Depiction of the differential
growth of the epidermis basal layer at ~10-13 weeks of development. b) Schematic depicting the
buckling of the basal layer into the underlying dermis. c) Cross-sectional image of the buckled
basal layer. [Figures reprinted from Kücken and Newell33 (a & c), and the dissertation of
Kücken34 (b)].

Since wrinkles form perpendicular to the direction of the highest compressive stress,
surface patterns are dictated by factors which shape the stress state in the buckling layer. For
epidermal ridges, the primary factors which affect the resultant patterns include the presence of
existing skin creases (such as interior knuckle folds or fingernail furrows) and the shape of the
developing finger. Structures consisting of swollen mesenchymal tissue known as volar pads play
a key role in dictating the stress direction during fingerprint formation. In humans, these volar
pads begin to be reabsorbed back into the growing finger tissue at approximately the same time as
epidermal ridges form. By constructing finite element models approximating the shape of a
human fetal fingertip, and applying stresses corresponding to those generated by the presence of
skin creases, fingernail furrows, and volar pad shrinkage (Fig. 1.7a), the magnitudes and
12

directions of the principal compressive stresses could be attained. Then, prescribing these
calculated stress states onto a model of a buckling surface, fingerprint patterns were obtained.
Changing the parameters of their models (i.e. surface curvatures and stress magnitudes) led to the
formation of the three main fingerprint patterns observed in humans (Fig 1.7b).

Figure 1.7 a) Stresses on a curved fingertip model. White areas depict larger stresses. b)
Fingerprint wrinkle patterns resulting from modeling with initial stresses derived from the
fingertip models. From left to right: symmetric, round fingertip shapes lead to the formation of
whorl patterns, asymmetric fingertips give loop patterns, and flattened fingertip shapes yield arch
patterns. (Reproduced from Kücken and Newell 33)

Similar epidermal growth processes occur among other mammals as well, though the
shape of the finger and the volar pad behavior can be quite different, leading to the formation of
other epidermal ridge patterns. One notably different pattern is that found on the palms of koalas
(Fig 1.8), and several other species. It consists of closely-packed bumps that do not connect into
long ridges. These are believed to arise from buckling of the basal layer via stress that is both
equibiaxial and near the critical buckling stress. Kücken and Newell report the formation of such
buckling in their models, with the bumps aligned on a hexagonal grid.
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Figure 1.8 Bumps on the palm of a koala, with a roughly hexagonal close-packed structure.
(Images courtesy of Koala Hospital Port Macquarie www.koalahospital.org.au)

1.3 Thesis Organization
The foundational questions this thesis seeks to answer are as follows:


What is the relationship between stress state and equilibrium morphology?



How can we apply knowledge of this relationship to improve or diversify wrinkle
patterns?
Considering these questions in the context of previous work, we have identified several

specific experimental objectives of high importance:


Develop a wrinkling system capable of both applying and characterizing a large range of
stress states.



Quantitatively characterize the morphological dependence on stress state, with a focus on
stresses which only slightly exceed the critical stress.



Develop sample geometries which promote greater control over the ordering of wrinkle
patterns, or which are capable of novel pattern formation.



Qualitatively understand roles played by kinetic aspects of the wrinkling process.
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In Chapter 2, we will address the role of equilibrium stress state on the resulting wrinkle
patterns for a flat surface. Using a vapor swelling process as the basis for wrinkle formation, we
will demonstrate the application of stress states that are highly tunable while remaining inherently
equibiaxial. Furthermore, our process will allow for the application of stresses with magnitudes
both near and well beyond the critical buckling stress. We will show that the ratio

(which

we refer to as the "overstress") plays a key role in selecting the dominant morphological features,
and that a continuous transition exists between low overstress and high overstress patterns. In
addition, we will demonstrate the biasing effect of non-equibiaxial stress states by swelling
samples which have an inherent residual stress.
In Chapter 3, we will explore the influence of surface curvature on the resultant wrinkling
morphology. Building upon the experimental techniques developed for flat surface buckling, we
will buckle the surface of hemispheres to produce complex hierarchical structures. We will
investigate the relationship between curvature and critical stress, and demonstrate transitions in
the observed morphology as radius of curvature changes.
In Chapter 4, the use of confining geometries for greater pattern homogeny will be
discussed. We will use wrinkling plates of finite size to exert influence over the observed
patterns, and we will show how these patterns may be used advantageously to generate highlyordered wrinkling patterns with a feature size at least an order of magnitudesmaller than the plate
size. As with the hemispheres, we will also demonstrate a morphological transition with plate
size. However, we will also show that in this case, the geometric effect relates to the processing
conditions, and not any inherent dependence on the size of a general buckling plate. In addition,
we will briefly discuss the influence of plate shape as it affects wrinkle geometry.
In Chapter 5, the swelling kinetics inherent to our experiments will be used to generate
wrinkle patterns of increased complexity. Due to the slow kinetics of our vapor swelling process,
we can easily study the development of wrinkles over time by capturing images of the wrinkling
surfaces at regular intervals. We will start by examining the initiation and propagation modes of
15

wrinkles on a surface. Following this, we will present several examples of ways in which these
kinetics bring about the development of patterns not predicted by equilibrium analysis of buckled
films. These fall into two primary mechanisms: the response of an already-wrinkled surface to
additional swelling, and changes in the kinetic processes brought about by the use of different
solvents.
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CHAPTER 2
STRESS STATE AND WRINKLE MORPHOLOGY
2.1 Introduction
The potential applications of pattern generation via wrinkling are both varied and
plentiful, but significant challenges remain if patterns other than straight, aligned ridges are
desired. To overcome these challenges, a more complete understanding of biaxial wrinkling
patterns must be obtained. In this chapter, we will investigate the specific role of the state of
stress upon the resulting patterns of wrinkled surfaces at or near equilibrium. We will address the
following questions: First, can we develop a materials system which allows the careful
application and measurement of a variety of stress states? Second, how does the magnitude of the
applied stress influence the observed patterns? Finally, how does the directionality of the stress
impact the patterns at equilibrium? These questions will guide experiments throughout the rest of
this dissertation to help interpret the formation of equilibrium and non-equilibrium (i.e. kinetic)
wrinkle patterns under various geometric constraints.

2.2 Background
2.2.1 Aspects of Stress
A stress acting at a point in a material is defined by a stress vector , which indicates
both the magnitude and direction of the applied stress, and a unit orientation vector , which
indicates the orientation of an infinitesimal surface element containing the point, upon which the
stress vector acts (Fig. 2.1a)35. The state of stress at

is defined as the entire set of -

pairs

acting on the point. However to completely describe the stress state, it is only necessary to specify
the stress vectors acting in three mutually perpendicular directions. Furthermore, by choosing the
proper orientation of these three directions, the stress state may be described using three normal
stress vectors (i.e., the directions of and

are the same). These are known as principal stress

components (Fig. 2.1b). When considering the effects of stress state on the wrinkling process, one
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must take into account both the magnitude of the stress components as well as their directionality,
expressed by the ratios of the magnitudes of the stress components relative to each other.
Because the thickness of a wrinkling film is small compared to its lateral dimensions, the stress
components acting in the direction of the film's thickness are considered negligible. Therefore,
the stress state is fully described by the "in-plane" stress components (Fig. 2.1c), which makes the
consideration of directionality significantly simpler, as it may now be expressed as a single ratio
of the magnitudes of the two principal stresses.

Figure 2.1 Depiction of principal stresses acting on a point in a material. a) A stress vector t
acting on an infinitesimal surface element around point i. The orientation vector n represents the
normal orientation of the surface element upon which t acts. b) General case with significant
principal stresses in all three dimensions. c) Principal stresses within a thin film. Because the
third dimension is small, a plane stress condition exists, with only two principal stresses.

The case when the two principal stresses are equal in magnitude is known as the
equibiaxial stress state, while all other states are considered "non-equibiaxial". In the equibiaxial
state, any effects of directionality vanish, as the magnitudes of the in-plane normal stress
components are the same no matter which direction is considered. It is analogous to a ball
balanced on a sphere, which is just as likely to roll in any direction as another (Fig. 2.2a), and is
therefore highly sensitive to the nature of the initial disturbance. In the same way, wrinkles
formed from an equibiaxial stress have no preferred orientation. The non-equibiaxial states are
more like a ball on an ellipsoid, where the ball prefers to roll in the direction of steepest descent,
regardless in which direction it was initially disturbed (Fig. 2.2b). Likewise, wrinkles will orient
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themselves perpendicular to the direction of highest compressive stress. The equibiaxial case is
therefore useful when considering the effects of stress magnitude alone, and has been the focus of
most theoretical analyses of wrinkle morphologies.

Figure 2.2 Ball on spheroid analogy for directional wrinkle development. The manner in which
stress direction dictates the wrinkle patterns on a surface is analogous to the way the shape of an
ellipsoid dictates the direction in which a ball will roll off of it. a) An equibiaxial stress state
shows no preferred direction. b) A non-equibiaxial state will bias wrinkle direction.

2.2.2 Stress Magnitude for Equibiaxial Stresses
Stress magnitude on its own is not sufficient to characterize the wrinkling behavior of
materials in a general way. The same stress, when applied to different material systems, may
result in vastly different wrinkling behavior. This may be illustrated by comparing the wrinkling
behavior of a film attached to a very soft substrate to the behavior of the same film attached to a
significantly stiffer substrate. As defined in Eq. 1.8, the critical buckling stress of the two systems
will be different, with the stiffer system requiring a higher applied stress to initiate buckling. An
applied stress which buckles the softer system may not be sufficient to cause buckling of the
stiffer system. Therefore, it is not useful to simply compare the applied stresses in different
wrinkling systems without taking into account the dependence of the critical buckling stress on
material properties. Thus, we introduce the concept of overstress, which is defined as the ratio of
the applied stress

to the critical buckling stress of the material system

(Eq. 1.8). When

, the critical buckling point has not been reached, and the film remains unbuckled.
Conversely,

indicates that buckling of the film is preferential to its remaining flat.
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While this simple metric is useful to differentiate between wrinkled and non-wrinkled films, the
magnitude of the overstress also provides a measure of the excess applied stress beyond the
critical buckling point which must be accommodated by wrinkling. (This excess stress refers to
the theoretical stress which would occur if the film remained flat -- the actual stress state in the
wrinkled film is highly complex and difficult to define.) More simply, it provides a qualitative
definition of the extent to which a material is stressed, placed in the context of the inherent
wrinkling mechanics of the material system.
Conceivably, the preferred patterns created via wrinkling could vary for different values
of overstress. Several mathematical models have been developed15,17,20,22,36 which illustrate this
possibility by analyzing the energies required to deform a bilayer system into wrinkled shapes of
various patterns as a function of overstress. This approach was taken by Chen and Hutchinson15,
who numerically analyzed the energies of pattern in wrinkling elastic films. Later, others adapted
these methods to derive exact analytical solutions17, to incorporate aspects of substrate
geometry20, and to introduce viscoelastic effects22. However, the basic methodology underlying
these models remains the same.
The total energy

required to deform a flat bilayer to a wrinkled bilayer is a sum of

the energy required to bend the film

, the in-plane membrane energy of the film

the strain energy required to deform the substrate

, and

:

(2.1)
These components can be formulated by integrating their respective corresponding energy
densities

,

, and

. For a general case where an out of plane displacement

prescribed17:
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
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is

Where
(2.5)
are the normal forces in the film, with

as the Kronecker delta. Note again the third order

dependence of the bending energy on film thickness , compared to the first order dependence of
the membrane energy, indicating a higher tendency for thin films to bend. Also note that while
the film is considered to be under plane stress conditions, the same is not true of the substrate, and
out-of-plane strain energy contributions are considered.

and

represent increases above the

baseline strain energy of the equibiaxially strained, but unbuckled bilayer

:

(2.6)
However, if buckling is favorable, these increased energies will be more than offset by a
corresponding decrease in

.

Using Eqs. 2.3-2.5, the energies of any wrinkled shape may thus be calculated as a
function of overstress. Song, et al.17,demonstrated the relative contributions of each of the three
energy terms for the uniaxial mode (Eq 1.11,

), the checkerboard mode (Eq. 1.11,

), and the herringbone mode, which they approximated using sinusoidal functions
(Fig 2.3). They found the herringbone pattern the most favorable wrinkling mode due to its large
reduction of

compared to the other modes.
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Figure 2.3 Energies of wrinkled surfaces for selected wrinkle modes at high overstress. Plots are
normalized by the energy of a compressed, but unwrinkled, bilayer. The calculated critical
buckling for these plots is 0.0267%. a) Total energy. b) Substrate strain energy contributions. c)
Film bending energy contributions. d) Membrane energy contributions. Reprinted from Song, et
al.17.

The regime of small overstress (

), has received less thorough theoretical

treatment than the large overstress regime. Nonetheless, this regime contains potentially the
richest spectrum of possible wrinkle morphologies. As shown in Fig 2.3,
approach unity as

appears to

approaches 1 for all buckling modes. In fact, this is only true for the

critical buckling modes, i.e. modes that are solutions to the linearized analysis of the von Karman
buckling equations, having the form described by Eq. 1.11. Several such modes are described in
Section 1.2.2 and depicted in Fig 1.5. Notably, the herringbone mode is not among these critical
modes, meaning that as

approaches 1,

for the herringbone mode must approach a
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value greater than one. Therefore, below some value of overstress, the energy of the herringbone
mode increases above that of all the critical modes.
An early theoretical description of such a transition was made by Kücken and Newell in
their paper on fingerprint formation33. While analyzing the various stress states and subsequent
wrinkling modes on the curved surface of a fingertip, they describe a hexagonal pattern of dots
with a small stability envelope for equibiaxial stresses near threshold:
"It can be shown that the stability domain for dot (hexagon) reduces greatly if the stress becomes
lightly anisotropic and vanishes for large anisotropies. Therefore, if the principal stresses are
almost equal [...]hexagons are the preferred pattern type for values of the compressive stress
close to threshold."
Kücken and Newell go on to suggest that these conditions may be responsible for the dot
patterns observed in the fingerprints of certain mammals, such as koalas.
The energies of the herringbone mode and several critical modes (including the hexagonal and
checkerboard modes) were evaluated in more detail at low overstress by Cai, et al20. They
reported that, of all the critical modes, the checkerboard was most favorable at all overstress
values, and that the transition from herringbone to checkerboard occurred at

(Fig.

2.4a). Interestingly, the hexagonal and triangular patterns were determined to have the same
energy, resulting in the presence of a continuum of linear combinations of the two modes which
also share the same energy (Fig. 2.4b). Furthermore, they found the energy of the hexagonal
pattern is the same whether the "hexagons" are buckled inward or outward (Fig. 2.4c). However,
this last finding is only true for perfectly flat surfaces; for curved surfaces, hexagonal dimples are
more favorable than hexagonal bumps, and can in some cases become even more favorable than
the checkerboard pattern.
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Figure 2.4 a) Normalized energies selected wrinkle modes at low overstress. b) Normalized
energies of the inwardly and outwardly buckled hexagonal modes, highlighting their equivalence.
c) Depiction of linear combinations of the hexagonal and triangular modes. All linear
combinations of these modes are energetically equivalent. Adapted from Cai et al.20

To understand the overstress-driven transition between the various critical modes and the
herringbone pattern, it is helpful to denote the fundamental geometric differences between them.
The checkerboard, hexagonal, and triangular critical modes each consist of alternating bumps and
dimples, each roughly axisymmetric, whose maxima and minima occur as single points from
which the surface slopes away in every direction (Fig. 2.5a). Hereafter, we refer to modes that
meet this criteria collectively as "dimple" modes. In contrast, the maxima and minima of the
herringbone mode occur in continuous lines along which there is no change in elevation. (Fig.
2.5b). This characteristic is also shared by other patterns observed at large overstress, and we will
henceforth refer to these patterns collectively as "ridge" patterns.
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Figure 2.5 Arrangement and shape of maxima and minima in wrinkle patterns. Maxima are
represented by black and minima by grey. Dimples (a) are characterized by maxima and minima
consisting of isolated single points, while the maxima and minima of ridges (b) form long,
continuous lines.

The geometric difference between dimple and ridge patterns is manifested in the presence
of local Gaussian curvature. Gaussian curvature is defined as the product of the two principal
curvatures at a given point on a smooth surface. For example, a sphere of radius has a Gaussian
curvature of

(Fig. 2.6a), while a cylinder of radius has a Gaussian

curvature of

(Fig. 2.6b). Gaussian curvature can be negative as well, as in the case

of a saddle solid such as a hyperboloid (Fig. 2.6c). When determining the deformation of a flat
plane to a new shape, the presence of any non-zero Gaussian curvature in the shape to be created
requires some stretching of the plane. In simpler terms, one cannot simply wrap a plane around a
sphere (or any other surface with Gaussian curvature) without stretching it. Furthermore, the
larger the magnitude of the Gaussian curvature, the more stretching is required to conform the
plane.
For periodic wrinkled surfaces, the Gaussian curvature is generally defined by both the
wrinkle wavelength and amplitude. Dimple patterns have a higher inherent Gaussian curvature
than ridges with the same amplitude, as the wavelength defines the curvature in both directions
(Fig. 2.6d), while the elongation of the ridge pattern reduces the curvature of one of the directions
(Fig. 2.6e). In the most extreme case of perfectly uniaxial ridges, the second curvature reduces to
zero, eliminating all Gaussian curvature. At low overstress, Eq. 1.10 indicates low amplitudes,
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resulting in smaller local curvatures, thus the stretching resulting from Gaussian curvature in the
dimple patterns is not dominant. As overstress increases, the curvature inherent in the surfaces
becomes tighter, increasing the energetic contribution of the stretching of the film. Therefore, it
becomes energetically favorable for the maxima and minima of the surface to elongate into
ridges, as the resultant increase in the bending and substrate strain energies are offset by the
reduction in membrane energies of the film.

Figure 2.6 Illustration of Gaussian curvature. a) An ellipsoid has positive Gaussian curvature on
its entire surface. b) A cylinder has no Gaussian curvature, as r2 is infinitely large. c) A
hyperboloid has negative Gaussian curvature. d) Dimple patterns incur significant Gaussian
curvature, as the curvature in both directions is defined by the characteristic buckling wavelength.
e) Ridge patterns have reduced Gaussian curvature, due to the elongated maxima and minima.
Perfectly uniaxial ridges, like cylinders, have no Gaussian curvature.

Experimental investigations into the morphological dependence on overstress have thus
far been primarily observational in nature. There are many instances of ridge patterns12,13,28,37-39 -herringbone, labyrinth, zipper-like, radial, and concentric patterns, among others -- but few which
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report the formation of dimple-type structures. This is likely due in part to the inherent difficulty
of applying a stress that is both sufficiently equibiaxial and low in overstress for these patterns to
form. Such patterns were made by Breid and Crosby via the swelling of finite circular oxide
plates atop an elastomeric foundation40, and will be presented in Chapter 4 of this work. Other
researchers have since reported dimple structures in other wrinkling materials, most notably
Guvendiren, et al.41, who observed hexagonal dimples in swollen thin gel films with gradient
crosslinking, and Chung, et al39., who reported disordered dimple arrays in surface-oxidized thin
films of polystyrene swollen with toluene. However, none of these reports focused specifically on
characterizing the applied stresses driving wrinkle formation.

Figure 2.7 Simulations of wrinkles on equibiaxially stressed materials. a) Simulated labyrinth
ridge pattern. b) Numerically simulated normalized energies of uniaxial (stripes), labyrinth, and
herringbone ridge patterns on a viscoelastic foundation. At long times, the energy of the labyrinth
pattern approaches that of the herringbone. Reprinted from Huang, et al.42.

The difficulties associated with the application and measurement of equibiaxial stresses
may be circumvented by performing numerical modeling experiments. Huang, et al., developed
numerical methods to study the onset and evolution of wrinkles in a stressed bilayer system22,42.
At low values of overstress, their models did exhibit dimple structures: checkerboard patterns for
models using elastic foundations, and disordered dimples for viscoelastic foundations. Using
iterative methods, the wrinkle patterns were evolved as a function of increasing stress (elastic
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models) or time (viscoelastic models). In both cases, large, equibiaxial overstresses led to the
formation of labyrinth patterns: patterns of ridges with many of the same characteristics as the
herringbone pattern (similar characteristic pattern lengthscale and similar jog angle of the bent
ridges), but which possess no long-range order (Fig. 2.7a). The energies of the labyrinth patterns
approached that of the herringbone pattern (Fig. 2.7b), suggesting that they truly are "disordered
herringbones" as they have been described.

2.2.3 Non-equibiaxial Stress States
In addition to the stress magnitude, the directionality of the stress plays an important role
in dictating the observed wrinkle patterns. This directionality is observed near edges, defects, or
other non-uniformities in wrinkling systems, where the stress state is inherently non-equibiaxial.
This phenomenon has been utilized in various ways to direct alignment of wrinkle patterns with
the introduction of patterned features such as surface topography13, chemical patterns12, or defects
which direct solvent diffusion in swelling-based wrinkling38,39,43. In this sense, there is a large
body of literature exploiting the effects of non-equibiaxial stress. However, the true relationship
between stress direction and the resulting patterns remains an intriguing question.
An analysis of the energetics of formation of wrinkle patterns for non-equibiaxial stresses
might be performed in much the same way as in the equibiaxial case. However, while such an
analysis would determine the pattern with the theoretical lowest formation energy, it ignores an
important difference in the nature of critical buckling between equibiaxial and non-equibiaxial
cases. In the equibiaxial case, the critical buckling stress is reached at the same time in all
directions within the plane of the film, but for non-equibiaxial cases, the critical stress is first
reached in the direction of the largest stress. Therefore, the critical buckling mode for a nonequibiaxial stress corresponds to uniaxial ridges aligned perpendicular to the direction of highest
stress. For kinetic reasons, the pattern which gives the lowest overall energy is not necessarily
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accessible given this array of ridges as the initial buckling condition, therefore the system may
remain in a non-equilibrium pattern.
A theoretical approach which takes this behavior into account was conducted by Audoly
and Boudaoud36, who performed energetic calculations using a buckled uniaxial array of ridges as
their base state. They examined the energies of 3 types of patterns (undulating ridges, dimples,
and varicose patterns (Fig. 2.8a)) for small perturbations of the uniaxial base state, and calculated
the most energetically favorable patterns as a function of both stress direction and overstress
magnitude. At equibiaxial conditions, they reported similar findings as Cai, et al., that is, dimples
are the preferred pattern, with the checkerboard arrangement favored over the hexagonal
arrangement. The preference for dimples is maintained for small deviations from perfect
equibiaxial stress, but as the ratio of principal stress magnitudes becomes larger, the wrinkles are
predicted to become undulating ridges, a herringbone-like pattern (Fig. 2.8b). With even larger
dominance of one stress direction, the straight ridges remain the most favorable pattern. The
varicose patterns only became favorable for stress states where the stress component along the
axes of the straight ridges (labeled as the y-component in Fig 2.8b) was significantly larger than
the perpendicular stress component (x-component). However, it was assumed that when such a
stress state occurs in an elastic system, the ridges reorient themselves perpendicular to the largest
stress. Thus, the case where the stress parallel to the axes is larger than the perpendicular stress
cannot truly be accessed.
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Figure 2.8 a) Buckling modes of an initially uniaxial wrinkle pattern at small overstress. i)
cylinders (unbuckled); ii) undulating ridges; iii) varicose patterns; iv) checkerboard. b) Map of
the most stable buckling patterns as a function of the magnitudes of the principal stresses.
Checkerboard patterns are the most stable for near-equibiaxial stress states. Reprinted from
Audoly and Boudaoud36.

Another theoretical approach to determining patterns at non-equibiaxial stress states
again comes out of the modeling experiments of Huang, et al.22, in which non-equibiaxial stress
states were prescribed to the iterative wrinkling models. Here, the initial film deformation is
based on random, shallow perturbations, which is iteratively evolved under the influence of a
constant non-equibiaxial stress in the regime of large overstress. Thus, there is no initial uniaxial
array which might bias pattern formation. Small differences in the principal stress components led
to a slight lengthening of the labyrinth pattern, but large differences resulted in the formation of
well-aligned herringbones with a reduced jog angle (Fig 2.9a).
An experimental characterization of non-equibiaxial wrinkling patterns is given by Lin
and Yang28, who applied a sequential biaxial mechanical compression to a surface-oxidized
elastomer. The first compression formed an array of uniaxially aligned wrinkles. The second
compression was applied perpendicular to the first, along the wrinkle axes, and was applied in
small steps. The result was the formation of the herringbone mode not through a gradual
transition of angle, as suggested by the modeling of Huang, et al., but through individual
formation of fully-formed bends in the original wrinkle array, one at a time (Fig 2.9b).
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A related experiment was conducted by Ohzono and Shimomura26, in which a uniaxial
wrinkle array was subjected to an additional uniaxial stress applied at various angles with respect
to the original wrinkle alignment. When this angle was small, the wrinkles formed shallow
herringbone patterns in much the same way as Huang, et al., (Fig. 2.9c). However, when this
angle was large, the wrinkles reordered by forming perpendicular ridges which cut directly across
the original ridges without connecting to them.

Figure 2.9 Simulated (a) and experimental (b,c) ridge patterns at non-equibiaxial stress states. a)
For moderately unequal principal stresses (I/II =0.5), simulations show an elongated labyrinth
pattern (left). Stronger deviations from equibiaxial (I/II =0.3) give a shallow herringbone
pattern (right). b) Series of micrographs demonstrating the evolution of uniaxial wrinkles with the
application of perpendicular compression, ending in an approximately equibiaxial stress state.
Herringbone jogs form one at a time in response to increased perpendicular stress. c) Response of
uniaxial wrinkles to mechanical compression applied at an angle to the initial wrinkle orientation.
A shallow angle of compression (34.2°) yields a smooth transition to a new uniaxial orientation
through shallow herringbone patterns (top), while the transition at a steep angle (84.4°) takes
place through complete wrinkle reorganization (bottom). Reprinted from (a) Huang, et al.22, (b)
Lin and Yang 28, and (c) Ohzono and Shimomura26.
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Though the experimental results presented above provide some examples of nonequibiaxial wrinkling patterns, it is important to realize that the observed patterns are dependent
on the specific pathway by which the stresses were applied, that is, the complete formation of a
uniaxial array at large overstress, followed by a gradually-increasing secondary stress along a
different axis. The same stresses may result in the emergence of different patterns if applied via
different pathways. The modeled patterns in Fig. 2.9a (left) are one example, though the pathway
in this case may be somewhat unrealistic. In addition, non-equibiaxial patterns at low overstress
have not been reported. In the results below, we will present non-equibiaxial stress application
using a pathway in which the two principal stresses are increased at the same rate. Results at low
overstress will also be presented.

2.3 Experimental Approach
2.3.1 Objectives
Although numerous theoretical models describing pattern formation in wrinkling systems
have been proposed, experimental validation of the role of stress state in these models is lacking.
This is due, in part, to the relative difficulty in controlling and measuring applied stresses which
may be potentially quite small, yet perfectly equibiaxial using existing techniques: maintaining a
perfectly equibiaxial stress via mechanical means is very difficult on a planar surface, and
quantifying the applied stress in a swollen or thermally stressed system can be a challenge. In this
chapter, we will describe the development of a wrinkling system which allows both the
application and measurement of such stresses. We then use this system to answer the following
questions regarding wrinkle pattern formation:


What is the relationship between overstress and equilibrium wrinkle morphology for
equibiaxially stressed systems?
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Can we induce the formation of dimple patterns at sufficiently low overstress, and if so,
what is the preferred ordering of the dimple arrays?



How do deviations from perfectly equibiaxial compression impact the observed wrinkle
morphologies?

These questions are fundamental to the understanding of wrinkle pattern formation. The
conclusions we reach through these carefully controlled equilibrium conditions will serve to
inform our understanding of more complex stress states imposed by geometric constraints or the
kinetic effects of evolving stress states.

2.3.2 Methodology
Our criteria in designing a wrinkling system was three-fold. First, the system must be
capable of applying a near-perfectly equibiaxial strain. Second, it must allow the careful tuning of
this applied stress, especially in the near-critical overstress regime. Finally, we must be able to
measure the applied stress in order to conduct a quantifiable analysis of the stress dependency.
Our solution to these requirements was to develop a swelling-based wrinkling system, in which
the wrinkling film was swollen through exposure to a chemical vapor atmosphere. The swelling
of an isotropic film is inherently a biaxial process, and the advantage of using a vapor swelling
method is two-fold: the low volumetric concentration of the chemical vapor allows for the
application of relatively low swelling stresses, and the extent of swelling may be controlled
simply by adjusting the vapor pressure.
Our wrinkling samples were fabricated by oxidizing the surface of blocks of
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elastomer (Dow-Corning Sylgard 184, 1:10 crosslinkerprepolymer weight ratio unless otherwise stated) using a UV-ozone (UVO) oxidation process
(Jelight 342) (Fig. 2.10a)44. This leads to the conversion of a thin (~100-200 nm)45,46 outer skin
layer of PDMS to a stiff oxide material (SiOx, where x is roughly equal to 1.5)45. The UVOtreated PDMS wrinkles in response to an applied mechanical compression, but is also capable of
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biaxial wrinkling through swelling techniques. The UVO-treated PDMS bilayer is the same
material used by Chan and Crosby in previous swelling-based wrinkling experiments37. However,
their samples were swollen with liquid, giving an applied stress well beyond the critical stress.

Figure 2.10 a) Schematic of wrinkle formation. Fabricated PDMS samples are oxidized using a
UV/ozone oxidation process. Upon placement in a chemical vapor atmosphere, the oxidized layer
swells. Because it is constrained by the PDMS foundation, it cannot freely expand and buckles
instead. b) Diagram of the vapor swelling chamber.

The fabricated samples are placed in a sealed glass container containing a reservoir of
ethanol, which is used as a swelling agent (Fig. 2.10b). The samples are kept from contacting the
liquid solvent, relying instead on the ethanol vapor in equilibrium with the reservoir to induce
swelling of the oxide layer. Reducing the vapor pressure of ethanol decreases the extent of
swelling, and is accomplished by using reservoirs of mixed solutions of ethanol (Fisher, 200
proof) with glycerol (Acros Organics, reagent grade) as a cosolvent. The vapor pressure of
glycerol is very low, thus it has a minimal effect on the swelling of the oxide film. The molar
fraction of ethanol vapor in the sealed atmosphere may thus be varied from 0-0.042 as depicted in
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Fig. 2.11, though for ease of communication, we will refer to the volumetric fraction of ethanol in
the reservoir (rather than vapor fraction) in subsequent discussions. Imaging of the wrinkled
samples through the glass swelling chamber was performed using either a Zeiss Axiovert 200M
inverted microscope with a Zeiss Axiocam camera or a Zeiss upright microscope with a Pixelink
camera.

Figure 2.11 Plot of the vapor pressure of ethanol in equilibrium with a mixed liquid phase of
ethanol and glycerol at 15°C. Adapted from Bachmann47.

In order to impart non-equibiaxial stresses, we fabricated oxidized PDMS samples with
an inherent prestress. This was accomplished by laterally clamping one end of a long beam of
PDMS during UVO exposure (Fig 2.12). When the clamp was released after oxidation, the
recovery of the PDMS to its original shape produces a compressive stress along the beam axis in
the region of clamping. No wrinkling is observed at this point. The prestressed beams are then
placed in the sealed vapor chambers and swollen with ethanol as described above.
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Figure 2.12 Schematic of the process used to generate non-equibiaxial stress states in swelling
oxide films. One end of a beam-shaped PDMS sample is laterally clamped during oxidation,
leading to the formation of a prestress upon the release of the clamp, which subsequently
influences the resulting wrinkle patterns upon swelling.

Direct measurement of the applied swelling stress proved challenging. The small
thickness of the oxide and the complexity of the wrinkling surface made any sort of direct force
measurement impossible. Although the stress in a wrinkled film may be calculated using the
wrinkle amplitude (Eq. 1.10), samples de-swelled immediately upon removal from the vapor
chamber, making accurate measurements of amplitude difficult. Instead, we utilized an alternative
sample geometry: a flexible thin beam of PDMS (165-535 μm). When oxidized and swollen in a
vapor atmosphere, the thin beam behaved as a classical bending bilayer beam (Fig. 2.13). The
curvature of these beams was recorded using a digital camera (Canon EOS Digital Rebel XTI or
Casio HS EX-FH25). In this way, we were able to determine that the oxide layer was, in fact,
swelling in the presence of ethanol. When the beams were placed in hexane (VWR) vapor, the
direction of their curvature was reversed, consistent with the fact that hexane is well-known as a
good swelling agent for PDMS48. The observed direction of beam curvature in ethanol and
hexane supports the hypothesis of oxide swelling as the mechanism driving wrinkle formation.
That the oxide layer swells to an extent large enough to induce wrinkling is rather surprising,
considering its relative stiffness and chemical similarity to glass. However, the oxidation process
does create a hydrophilic oxide material45, which evidently allows significant swelling by polar
solvents. This behavior matches our prior observations that wrinkling of this material is only
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observed upon exposure to polar solvents, while non-polar solvents either have little effect, or
cause cracking of the oxide layer.
Furthermore, the radius of curvature of the bent beam is directly related to the differential
stress between the PDMS and the swollen oxide layer, thus providing a quantitative measure of
the actual swelling stress for a given set of sample conditions (i.e. a given UVO time and ethanol
concentration combination).

Figure 2.13 a) Schematic of bilayer beam curling strain measurements. A thin beam of UVOtreated PDMS is suspended in a sealed vapor atmosphere and curls upon absorptive swelling of
vapor molecules. b) Curling of bilayer films of two thicknesses (165 μm and 330 μm) in response
to ethanol and hexane. The direction of curvature indicates that the ethanol preferentially swells
the oxide while the hexane swells the PDMS.

2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Effect of Overstress
To determine the effect of overstress in equibiaxially swollen samples, square slabs of
PDMS (10mm x 10mm x 3mm) were UVO-treated for 10-60 minutes and placed into solvent
atmospheres above ethanol-glycerol reservoirs containing 10-100% ethanol by volume. The
impact of ethanol concentration on the applied swelling stress is fairly straightforward: greater
concentrations provide a larger chemical potential driving force for solvent molecules to enter the
film in order to equilibrate with the atmospheric concentration. However, as will be shown later,
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increasing the UVO treatment time also increases the swelling extent of the oxide film. While the
origins of this behavior are not well-understood, it provides a useful parameter by which the
stress in our system may be controlled.
Figure 2.14 shows typical morphological features of the resulting wrinkled surfaces
across the ranges of UVO time and ethanol percent after 24 hours absorption time. A clear
transition from ridges to dimples and then to no wrinkles is observed across the range of UVO
times, particularly at 100% ethanol, with a dimple morphology emerging strongly at 20 minutes
UVO treatment. At 15 minutes, differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy reveals small
amplitude undulations, which we will call "prebuckling", as the phenomenon is also seen to
precede wrinkling in more highly swollen samples This prebuckling is not observed prior to
swelling. Although Fourier analysis of prebuckled surfaces indicates that the lateral lengthscale of
these undulations is similar to the wrinkle wavelength (Fig. 2.15), they exhibit no regular
ordering. We have used the emergence of a Fourier peak to indicate the presence of prebuckling
in order to identify the critical buckling point, which we define as the lowest swelling for which
prebuckling or wrinkling is observed. Similar prebuckling has been observed in simulations22,42
and for wrinkling caused by thermal shrinkage49.
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Figure 2.14 Typical wrinkle patterns for varying PDMS oxidation times, for different
concentrations of ethanol vapor. Ridge patterns dominate as both UVO time and ethanol
concentration increase, while dimples and mixed modes are observed as these parameters
decrease. No wrinkling is observed for ethanol concentrations below those pictured.
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Figure 2.15 Illustration of observed prebuckling. At 10 minutes UVO time, no wrinkling is
observed either under normal optical microscopy (OM) or differential interference contrast
imaging (DIC). At 15 minutes, prebuckling is not visible using OM, but emerges under DIC
imaging. The characteristic wavelength of prebuckling, as measured from the Fourier peak which
emerges (insets), matches the wavelength observed upon further buckling. Dust particles
(indicated by circles) show that OM and DIC images are of the same location on the samples.

A similar -- though less defined -- transition occurs with decreasing ethanol vapor
pressure. Although the ethanol vapor percent only changes from 4.2% to 2.8%, this is sufficient
to observe the entire ridge-to-no wrinkling transition for 60, 45, and 30-minute UVO treatment.
In contrast to the UVO-time transition, there is no single distinct dimple pattern. Rather, we
observe a series of transitional phases containing characteristics of both ridges and dimples, or
characteristics of both dimples and prebuckling. Unlike wrinkling at higher ethanol
concentrations, which is quite consistent across the entire surface, the wrinkling observed in this
regime (45-60 min UVO time, 40-60% ethanol) tends to vary across the surface, with some
regions buckling into ridges and some regions remaining flat (Fig. 2.16). In between are
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transitional regions of varying width -- in some cases the ridges abut the flat regions, while other
transitional regions were on the same lateral size-scale of the ridged and flat regions. The reason
for this behavior is unclear, but may suggest slight differences in the extent of oxidation at
different areas of the surface. Most significantly, these multiple modes occur at low values of
overstress. Nonetheless, the overall extent of wrinkling decreased visibly with decreasing vapor
pressure -- areal coverage of ridged regions decreased, and apparent amplitudes of all observed
morphologies diminished.

Figure 2.16 Simultaneous presence of multiple wrinkling modes on a single surface at
equilibrium. a) Ridges transition sharply into a non-wrinkled area (UVO treatment time = 60
min., reservoir ethanol fraction = 60%.) b) Gradual transition from ridge-like patterns of
coalesced dimples towards flat regions (not in frame) (UVO treatment time = 45 min., reservoir
ethanol fraction = 70%).

The dimple array which emerges at 20 minutes UVO and 100% ethanol is remarkable in
a number of ways. Foremost among these is the fact that the array extends across the entire
wrinkling surface, providing microscale features over a lateral area spanning centimeters.
Furthermore, the dimples form spontaneously, self-organizing into arrays with local hexagonal
ordering despite a complete absence of any sort of prepatterning. Figure 2.17 shows an example
of both the lateral extent of the patterning and the nature of the hexagonal ordering. The
hexagonal ordering emerges strongly over local areas covering several to tens of wavelengths, as
seen by the fast Fourier transform over selected areas of the image. As the area of interest grows,
perfection of a hexagonal lattice diminishes, and grains of local hexagonal order are defined,
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similar to those observed in hexagonally-packed cylindrical block copolymers. It should be noted
that the single instance of well-defined dimples in Figure 2.14 does not imply a single condition
for which dimples may be observed. In fact, there is a small range of conditions, as illustrated in
Figure 2.18. These micrographs show widespread dimple arrays for slightly varying UVO times
and ethanol concentrations.

Figure 2.17 Optical micrograph of laterally extensive dimple patterns. On the right are fast
Fourier transforms of the indicated regions. The image as a whole exhibits a characteristic
wavelength, but no long-range order. As the region of interest becomes smaller, the hexagonal
ordering becomes stronger, highlighting the tendency for dimples to form small ordered grains
measuring no more than a few wavelengths in lateral dimension.
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Figure 2.18 Dimple arrays formed at slightly varying UVO and ethanol vapor conditions.
a) UVO time: 18 minutes, ethanol reservoir fraction: 100%; b) UVO time 20 minutes, ethanol
reservoir fraction 90%. The characteristic wavelength is noticeably higher in b), despite only a
small increase in UVO time.

Thus far, we have demonstrated only a qualitative understanding of the link between
stress conditions and wrinkle patterns. In order to draw a quantitative link between the swelling
conditions and the applied swelling stress, we conducted beam bending experiments for each
UVO time-ethanol concentration combination. Beams of PDMS measuring 15 mm x 3 mm and
ranging from 165-535 μm in thickness were fabricated. These films were UVO-treated for
between 10 and 60 minutes, and subsequently hung vertically in the vapor atmosphere. Upon
swelling with ethanol vapor, the beams curled due to the differential strain induced by differences
in the swelling extent of the oxidized film and the non-modified PDMS. To further confirm the
specificity of this swelling difference, swelling in hexane vapor was also conducted. Hexane
induces a sign reversal of the curvature compared to ethanol, for it is a well-known solvent and
swelling agent for PDMS.
The radius of curvature
strain,

of these deformed beams can be related to the differential

at the interface of the bilayer through the classic bending bilayer problem50,51:
(2.7)
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Here, is the layer thickness, and

is the Young's modulus. We define PDMS as material 1, and

the oxide film as material 2. According to previous measurements of UVO-treated PDMS45,46,we
expect

to be relatively small (<0.01). Therefore higher order terms are neglected, and (2.7)

simplifies to:
(2.8)
Figure 2.19a illustrates the swelling stress applied for the various conditions present in
Fig. 2.14, by plotting

as a function of ethanol concentration for each UVO time. Within each

UVO time, the applied swelling increases with the ethanol vapor fraction, as expected. As
implied by the wrinkling patterns depicted in Fig. 2.14, applied stress also increases as a function
of UVO time for a given ethanol concentration. This suggests that one or both of the following
might occur: oxide modulus

increases with UVO time, or oxide swelling ratio increases

with UVO time, perhaps due to increased affinity for ethanol. However, when we look only at
the

occurring at the critical buckling point, (defined for a given UVO time as the lowest

ethanol concentration for which any buckling, including prebuckling, is observed), we see that
critical buckling occurs at approximately the same value of
This behavior implies that

regardless of UVO time.

remains relatively independent of UVO time. The order of

magnitude of the critical strain may be calculated using previous estimates of
.37, giving

and

. This is on the same order as the critical strains measured for

uniaxial mechanical compression of UVO-treated PDMS, which are roughly 0.5-2%.
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Figure 2.19 Results of bilayer beam swelling experiments. a) Curling of films at various UVO
times and ethanol concentrations, normalized by the PDMS thickness. Circles indicate the extent
of curling at the point at which critical buckling was observed for a given UVO time (t1/r critical
values for UVO 60 and UVO 45 are extrapolated). The critical curling values show no apparent
dependence on UVO time, and the horizontal line represents the average critical curling value for
all UVO times. b) Overstress at various UVO times and ethanol concentrations, as defined in Eq.
2.9. Observed morphologies are denoted by the shapes of the data points. c) 1D plot of the
observed morphologies as a function of overstress only. Data points have been offset vertically
for clarity.

A more useful representation of the measured beam curvature is to reframe it in terms of
the extent of applied overstress. Therefore,

is defined as the measured beam strain at the

point of critical buckling, and since the materials are assumed to behave in a linear elastic manner
at low strains, we can write
(2.9)
The differential strain described by Eq. 2.7 and Eq. 2.8 represents the difference in the planar
strains which would emerge within each material layer if they were not bound together, and does
not necessarily describe the strain state in the bent beam, which is more complex. Following this,
the overstress definition in Eq. 2.9 is the same as that considered by most theoretical analyses,
which is based on the stress within a hypothetical non-buckled film.
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Using the definition in Eq. 2.9, we quantify the applied overstress for UVO time/ethanol
concentration combinations by measuring the curvatures of the bilayer beam at both the specified
and critical conditions. This overstress ratio is plotted in Figure 2.19b as a function of UVO time
and ethanol concentration. The same overstress data is given as a 1D plot in Figure 2.19c, to
emphasize the relationship between overstress and morphology. There is a narrow range of
prebuckling from

, above which there is another narrow range (

) where a mixture of prebuckling and dimples are observed. Dimples alone occur at one point
(UVO time 20 min, 100% ethanol), at

. Otherwise, for

either ridges or a

mixture of ridges and dimples are observed.
These experimental results are generally comparable to those obtained from analytical
methods summarized at the beginning of this chapter. At large overstress, these methods yielded
ridge-based structures, either herringbone patterns (for purely energetic methods) or labyrinthine
patterns (for iterative methods). Our experiments reflect these findings. Figure 2.20 shows several
examples of the patterns observed at large overstress in our experiments. Regions of well-ordered
herringbone patterns are distributed among the more disordered labyrinth patterns. Herringbone
regions become larger and more prevalent at longer UVO times, but this is due to differences in
the kinetics of the wrinkle growth process rather than any inherent dependence on the overstress,
as a similar trend is not observed with changing ethanol concentration. The kinetics of
herringbone and labyrinth formation will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
The dependence of the transition from low- to high-overstress patterns (i.e. dimples to
ridges) on the geometric and material parameters of the buckling system has not been widely
studied. Although Figure 2.19c presents the overstress as a unifying parameter, there is some
evidence to suggest that overstress value of this second transition varies with film thickness52.
Thus, the overstress value of 2 which marks the transition between dimples and ridges based on
the data presented here is not meant to represent any universal value, but rather the overstress
above which only ridges have been observed in these experiments. In fact, dependence on film
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thickness or modulus may be a possible explanation for the presence of both dimples and ridges
in the "transitional" regime. However, it is difficult to draw concrete conclusions based on our
material system, as the gradient nature of the oxide film adds an unknown additional complexity.

Figure 2.20 Several examples of typical ridge patterns at large overstress. Although both
herringbone (left) and labyrinth (right) patterns are observed to some extent across all UVO
times, herringbone patterns occur with greater frequency and persist to a larger lateral extent at
longer UVO times.

At low overstresses, the ranking of the buckling modes considered by energy
minimization analyses is markedly different than at high overstress. In particular, because the
herringbone pattern is not among the critical buckling modes of an equibiaxially stressed system,
its energy must increase above these critical modes at some value of overstress. Our experiments
show the disappearance of most ridge patterns below an overstress of 2, in favor of dimple and
mixed-mode patterns. In contrast to our observations of a hexagonally ordered dimple pattern,
both Cai, et al.20, and Audoly and Boudaoud36 show that the energetically minimal pattern in the
low overstress regime should result in a square or "checkerboard" dimple array. Furthermore,
according to the energies of formation, there should be no preference for the hexagonal critical
mode to buckle inwards (dimples) or outwards (bumps) (Fig. 2.21), yet our swollen surfaces
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display a consistent morphological appearance, suggesting that only one of these modes occurs. It
is difficult to determine from the optical micrographs alone whether this topography is dimples or
bumps. However, by quickly embedding the swollen surface in UV-curable epoxy (Norland 60,
UV Process Supply Company 365 nm UV lamp at 300 WPI intensity) upon removal from the
vapor chamber, a mold of the surface was formed before full deswelling occurred. A surface
profile of the mold was then measured using an optical profiler (Zygo NewView 7300),
confirming the formation of a dimple topography. (Fig. 2.22).

Figure 2.21 Wrinkle patterns and their inversions. a) Hexagonal b) Checkerboard c)
Herringbone. Among the various periodic modes discussed in this work, only the hexagonal
critical mode is not equivalent to its inverse.

A possible explanation for the observation of hexagonal patterns instead of checkerboard
patterns may be obtained by considering the possible presence of slight curvature on the
wrinkling surface. The argument for square pattern formation is valid if the wrinkling film is
initially flat. However, if the wrinkling film is not perfectly flat, and instead begins with some
finite inherent curvature, the energy of the hexagonal buckling mode bifurcates into two distinct
cases depending whether the central hexagons are buckled into the surface or out of it 20. For a
surface with convex curvature, dimples are energetically preferable to bumps. The magnitude of
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the bifurcation of the energies between the two cases depends on both the material properties and
geometric parameters of the buckling film, and can be characterized by a dimensionless curvature
parameter

:
(2.10)

For sufficiently large , the hexagonal dimple mode becomes the lowest-energy of any of the
critical modes. Furthermore, the value of
checkerboard modes are equal
quite small as

at which the energies for the hexagonal and

shows a strong dependence on the overstress, becoming

approaches unity. Thus, we must consider the possibility that a small initial

substrate curvature may be causing the film to buckle into a hexagonal dimple pattern. For
samples with a UVO treatment of 60 minutes, we observe the presence of hexagonal dimples at
. However, it is reasonable to assume that the selection of buckling mode occurred at
a lower overstress of

. According to Cai, et al., the value of

at this overstress is

. Eq. (2.10) can be re-expressed in terms of the wavelength of the hexagonal mode,
, and by substituting the expression for wavelength in Eq. 1.9:

(2.11)
Using

,
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(Fig. 2.14), and

, we calculate

mm. A

sample width of 10 mm would yield a rise of 0.5 mm at the center relative to the edge if this
curvature were imposed upon the entire sample. If instead the curvature was caused by localized
undulations in the swelling film, an even smaller rise would occur. Although we have not
attempted to measure an induced curvature of the sample at the point of buckling (due to the
difficulties of performing such a measurement inside a sealed vapor chamber), it is not
unreasonable to suggest that curvatures of this magnitude do occur during our swelling
experiments.
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Figure 2.22 Surface profile of the hexagonal dimple array. The image clearly indicates the
inward buckling of the hexagonal shapes.

If the presence of surface curvature is the main factor driving hexagonal dimple patterns,
then eliminating this curvature should result in the formation of checkerboard patterns. Two
likely sources of such curvature are roughness on the post-cured PDMS surface (pre-swelling),
and swelling-induced curvature of the oxidized surface. By conducting wrinkling experiments on
thin films of UVO-treated PDMS on a flat glass substrate, the extent to which both of these
factors may be present is greatly reduced. To form the films, the uncured PDMS was spin-coated
(Laurell WS-400B-NPP-Lite spin-coater) onto a 1" square glass slide at 8000 RPM, yielding a
uniform 15 μm thick film. The RMS surface roughness of the glass-backed thin film decreased
compared to the free-standing thick PDMS samples (Fig. 2.23) Although we did not measure the
surface while swollen, the confinement imposed by the thin film geometry and stiff backing
severely limit the out-of-plane curvature which may develop.
In order to form dimples on the thin film samples, we used a softer PDMS formulation
(1:20 crosslinker:prepolymer by weight), as the confining effect of the glass-backed film impacts
the buckling properties of the system, 3. Upon exposure to ethanol vapor, the 20 minute UVOtreated thin film buckled into a laterally extensive array of dimples. In contrast to the bulk PDMS
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samples, they exhibited a mixture of hexagonal dimples and checkerboard patterns. Both patterns
were once again limited to small grains, consisting of <10 dimples in any dimension. Although
we cannot definitively identify a reduction in either surface roughness or swelling-induced
curvature as the dominant cause underlying the emergence of the square array, both explanations
are consistent with the hypothesis that the presence of curvature biases hexagonal formation in
the bulk PDMS samples.

Figure 2.23 Representative surface profiles of unoxidized PDMS. Profiles represent the surfaces
of PDMS fabricated into a) thick, unsupported samples; b) thin samples (thickness = 15mm)
spun-cast onto glass slides. The surface of the thick samples is characterized by sub-micron scale
undulations with a large radius of curvature, while the surface of the thin layer is relatively flat. c)
When the thin layer is oxidized and swollen, the dimple arrays contain areas of both hexagonal
and checkerboard patterns.
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2.4.2 Effect of non-equibiaxial stress states
Although equibiaxial stresses have demonstrated a remarkable versatility in terms of the
wrinkle modes which may form, non-equibiaxial stresses possess the potential to continuously
modulate the finer aspects of their pattern, such as secondary lengthscales, bending angle, or
ridge orientation by varying the ratio of the principal stresses. Additionally, as this ratio
approaches unity, non-equibiaxial patterns should transition towards the equibiaxial patterns
presented above. The nature of this transition has not been fully explored, and there are many
questions to consider. Is the morphological transition gradual or abrupt with respect to principal
stress ratio? How far from unity may this ratio be while still yielding equibiaxial patterns? How
does the transition change as a function of overstress?
Non-equibiaxial stresses are always present in the vicinity of edges and defects on a
wrinkling film, and this phenomenon has been used to create ordered wrinkle patterns using a
variety of ways12,13,29,53Bowden, Huck, Chan, Choi. Even equibiaxially applied stresses such as
swelling and thermal stresses lose their equibiaxial nature near the presence of an edge, leading to
a gradual transition from equibiaxial patterns towards uniaxially-aligned ridges for both low and
high overstress conditions (Fig. 2.24). However, edges may also serve as primary wrinkle
initiation points (see Chapter 5), therefore it can be difficult to deconvolute effects arising from
the kinetics of swelling from the energetically preferred patterns near an edge. Therefore, we have
conducted experiments in which the ratio of principal stresses was varied for surface regions
distant from any edge, in order to minimize the effects of swelling kinetics44. Such stress states
may be obtained using our swelling method by prestressing the UVO-treated PDMS samples
prior to swelling. This is done by clamping the samples laterally during oxidation, resulting in
residual surface stresses in the oxide film upon release of the clamp. When one end of a long,
beam-shaped geometry is clamped, the resulting residual prestress is at a maximum in the
clamped region, but gradually decays with distance from the clamped region, allowing access to a
full range of non-equibiaxial stress states. When such a prestressed sample is swollen, an
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equibiaxial swelling stress is added to the existing prestress. The stress pathway is such that as a
sample swells, the ratio of the principal stress magnitudes decreases towards unity. The exact
value of this ratio at the point of critical buckling depends on the ratio of the applied prestress to
the critical stress: the smaller the prestress, the closer to an equibiaxial stress state the sample will
be at the critical point. Therefore in the highly prestressed regions of the sample, we expect
wrinkles to initiate in a uniaxial array before attaining their eventual biaxial shape. However, if
the prestrain is relatively small, other patterns may emerge at wrinkle initiation.

Figure 2.24 Alignment of uniaxial wrinkles near an edge. The ridges gradually transition to
dimples as the distance from the edge increases.

Figure 2.25 Optical micrographs of the center of the prestressed samples at swelling equilibrium.
UVO treatment times were 30 and 20 minutes (top and bottom, respectively). From left to right,
uniaxial ridges aligned in the y-direction, roughly uniaxial ridges aligned in the x-direction, and
equibiaxial patterns. Overall sample width is 5 mm.
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Micrographs illustrating the resulting morphologies for three different locations along the
central long axis of the beam are shown for two UVO times in Figure 2.25. After the samples had
equilibrated in the vapor atmosphere, the wrinkles which developed in the prestressed regions
were aligned orthogonally to the long (x) axis of the beam, consistent with the direction of the
compressive prestress. Far away from the clamped end, the expected equibiaxial patterns were
recovered: labyrinth for high overstress and dimples for low overstress. Between the two ends is a
third region where the wrinkles formed into long ridges aligned parallel to the long axis,
indicating a compressive prestress in the y direction. Thus, traveling along the long axis of the
beam shows a gradual transition from ridges aligned perpendicular to the axis to ridges aligned
parallel, which then transition into either a dimple or labyrinth pattern -- stitched images showing
the complete transition are provided in Figure 2.26. For the sample with higher overstress (30
minutes UVO), the transition from ridges to labyrinth actually proceeds through the herringbone
pattern -- as the stress becomes more equibiaxial, periodic jogs in the ridges are observed, which
grow in sharpness as the distance from the clamped end continues to increase (Fig. 2.27a). The
near-uniform alignment of these herringbone structures implies that the surface first buckled into
uniform ridges, which then underwent subsequent secondary buckling to form the herringbone
patterns. In regions with lower prestress, these herringbone patterns are mixed in with areas of
labyrinthine order, suggesting that initiation in these regions was not uniformly aligned.
For the sample with lower overstress (20 minutes UVO), the transition from ridges to
dimples happens more abruptly: there is a short region of ~2 mm where ridges and dimples mix,
then dimples completely dominate the surface, though there is a further distance of a few hundred
microns over which the exact locations of the dimples are aligned with the long axes of nearby
ridges. This last observation again suggests that wrinkle initiation occurred in aligned uniaxial
ridges in regions with higher prestrain, with a transition toward non-aligned initiation as prestress
decreases. This transition from ridges to dimples may be illustrated quantitatively by examining
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the aspect ratio of the wrinkle patterns as a function of the strain applied during clamping (Fig.
2.27b). Binary images were made of each frame in the larger stitched images, resulting in a
number of black "particles" representing individual wrinkles. The average particle aspect ratio
(defined as the ratio of the major and minor axes of the circumscribed ellipse) was calculated for
each image, and the clamping strain was calculated based on the axial position of the center point
of the image (see Figure 2.27b insets). Both clamped samples show a strong correlation of aspect
ratio to applied clamping strain, with very large aspect ratios at high strains, approaching unity at
strains less than 2% (far from the clamping regions). The fact that both patterns exhibit this trend
towards unity signifies only that the patterns lack a directional persistence at equibiaxial stresses,
and should not be interpreted as a general similarity between the dimple and labyrinth patterns.
Despite being made up of ridges, the labyrinth pattern approaches an aspect ratio of 1 due to the
tendency for a single ridge to wander about; an ellipse circumscribed around such a wandering
ridge captures only the overall areal extent of the ridge and does not provide any detail about the
shape which it encloses.
The relationship between aspect ratio and clamping strain illuminates aspects of the
transition from non-equibiaxial to equibiaxial wrinkle patterns. Both the high and low overstress
samples exhibit a relatively linear dependence of aspect ratio on clamping strain, indicating a
smooth transition. This behavior reflects the changes in wrinkle patterns as equibiaxial swelling is
approached: at 30 minutes UVO herringbone patterns sharpen and give way to labyrinth patterns,
while at 20 minutes UVO the ridges persist over shorter and shorter distances before becoming
dimples. However, a closer look at the wrinkles indicates that the near-equibiaxial and true
equibiaxial patterns are not totally continuous. In the transition region, we observe the
coexistence of domains of near-equibiaxial and true equibiaxial patterns. Thus, although the
morphological transition with principal stress ratio may be smooth over most of its duration, there
appears to be a small final abruptness to when the patterns become truly equibiaxial.
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Figure 2.26 Stitched images of wrinkling along the long axis of clamped, prestressed samples.
The entire transition from uniaxial alignment within the clamped regions to equibiaxial patterns at
the opposite end is illustrated. a) 30 minutes UVO; b) 20 minutes UVO.
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Figure 2.27 Plots of herringbone angle and particle aspect ratio. a) Plot of herringbone angle as a
function of position along the long axis for the sample depicted in Figure 2.26a. b) Plot of binary
image particle aspect ratio as a function of applied clamping strain. Insets: Top: example portions
of uniaxial, coalesced dimple, and labyrinth binary images. Bottom: Definition of clamping
strain: L is the measured width at a position while clamped and L0 is the original, unclamped
width.

Simple finite element simulations (ABAQUS v6.8) of an elastic beam compressed at one
end (Fig. 2.28a) illustrate the stress profile along the long axis of the beam. The model consists of
an elastic rectangular beam subjected to a lateral compression over one-third of its length. Figure
2.28b depicts

and

at the center of the top surface of the beam, as a function of lateral

position along the x axis. Since the simulation represents the compression of the beam before
oxidation, tensile stresses correspond to compressive stresses in the released beam, which direct
orthogonal wrinkle alignment. Therefore, the positive stresses in the clamped region confirm the
experimentally observed wrinkle alignment. In addition, the observed transition from y-aligned
wrinkles within the clamped region to x-aligned wrinkles around the beam's midpoint is seen, as
the beam is put into tension in the y-direction in this region.
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Figure 2.28 Finite element model of a clamped elastic beam. a) Image of the deformed beam;
colored regions depict areas of positive
. b) Stress profiles at the center of the top surface of a
modeled clamped elastic beam as a function of length along the long (x) axis. Here, tensile
stresses in one direction result in the formation of orthogonally-aligned wrinkles. c) Plot of
as a function of x for selected values of
.

To illustrate the effect of an additional swelling stress on top of the applied prestress in
determining wrinkle directional bias, an equibiaxial tensile stress

is added to both

and

. The ratio of these two sums:
(2.12)
is plotted in Figure 2.28c as a function of axial position for different values of

normalized by

the overall maximum stress magnitude from Figure 2.28b. It is apparent that the observed wrinkle
orientation is verified over all values of
while

, as

favors y-oriented wrinkles

favors x-orientation. When

, the stress state is equibiaxial and no

preferred orientation occurs. As expected, the magnitude of

is greatest when

is small

relative to the modeled stress values, allowing the clamping prestresses to dominate. As
becomes large compared to the clamping stress, it becomes the dominant term, driving
unity and minimizing the effect of prestress.
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towards

2.5 Summary
In summary, we have developed a simple experimental method by which to apply and
measure equibiaxial and non-equibiaxial stresses of varied magnitude in a wrinkling thin film.
Using this method, we characterized the wrinkling patterns which develop not only for stresses
well exceeding the critical buckling stress, but throughout the regime of low overstress. We have
demonstrated the ability to modulate equilibrium wrinkle patterns from a hexagonal array of
dimples to herringbone or labyrinth ridge patterns simply by controlling the magnitude of the
applied equibiaxial stress. The dimple array is of particular interest for potential patterning
applications, as it represents a new class of pattern accessible by spontaneous wrinkle selfassembly. Although previous theoretical work had predicted a square packing of dimples, we
show that this prediction does not match our experiments, which exhibit hexagonal arrays. This
discrepancy may result from small curvatures present in the wrinkling film. In addition, we
characterized the wrinkling response to non-equibiaxial stresses of varying ratios using
experiments and simple finite element models, showing that ridges will form even at low
overstress if one stress direction is even moderately dominant, with clamping strains above 2%
during oxidation leading to elongated structures. The ability to tune both the type of pattern
(ridges or dimples) and the finer aspects of morphology (e.g. ordering, persistence lengths, jog
angles) demonstrated in this work is of great importance for the design of novel materials with
spontaneously generated, well-ordered topography

2.6 Open Questions
Now that we have shown the ability to form patterns of hexagonal dimples and other
patterns, the next step is to improve the long-range ordering of these morphologies. A similar
problem has been approached in the area of thin-film block copolymer ordering, yielding a
number of solutions ranging from enhancing the ability of the patterns to rearrange themselves to
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influencing the pattern using some form of prepatterning54. Such approaches may also yield wellordered wrinkle morphologies.
Secondly, although our materials and process work nicely for controlling stresses in a
thin film, the wrinkled surfaces that form are not readily usable as microstructured surface
materials, due to the limitation of having to remain in the vapor atmosphere. Therefore, another
challenge in applying the understanding gained by these experiments for certain applications is to
develop alternative processing techniques which permanently fix the wrinkle patterns. The main
obstacle in any such method lies in controlling the overstress, as the range of the transition from
dimples to ridges is often quite small.
Finally, numerous questions remain as to the kinetic processes by which wrinkle arrays
form. How do the herringbone and labyrinth patterns emerge? Are the dimples an intermediate
mode in the formation of ridge patterns? What is the response of a wrinkle pattern to
disturbances in the equilibrium? We begin to address some aspects of wrinkling kinetics for our
material system in Chapter 5, but much more remains to be explored in this realm of study.
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CHAPTER 3
WRINKLING OF CURVED SURFACES
3.1 Introduction
Having established the basic dependencies of wrinkle patterns on the applied surface
stresses, we now begin to apply this understanding to the wrinkling of more complex systems.
The buckling of three-dimensional shapes has shown the ability to generate complex, hierarchical
features such as compound lenses29, and has been proposed as the mechanism of morphogenesis
by which many elaborate biological structures arise30,32. This chapter focuses on the wrinkling of
one of the simplest three-dimensional structures, a hemispherical shell attached to a soft elastic
foundation. The methods discussed in the previous chapter to carefully control the magnitude of
the applied stresses may be used to answer the following questions: What role does curvature
play in determining the critical buckling stress of a wrinkling system? How does this dependence
affect wrinkle pattern expression? Can curvature be independently used to tune the wrinkling
patterns through modulation of the applied overstress? Does a curved surface influence the degree
of ordering in the wrinkled states? The answers to these questions could have a large impact in
future design of hierarchically-structured micropatterned materials for numerous potential
applications.

3.2 Background
As in flat films, analysis of the buckling of thin, curved shells was first motivated by the
desire to understand buckling as a mode of failure. Thus, there is a sizable body of mathematical
analyses of stresses, deformations, and buckling of shells of many different geometries, subjected
to various loading conditions55,56, relevant to the design of a wide variety of curved, load-bearing
structures such as roofs, pipes, tanks, pressure vessels, etc. Although the term buckling may also
refer in this context to a large-scale bending response of a shell to a concentrated load (Fig. 3.1a),
we are primarily interested in the periodic buckling of a shell in response to a uniform in-plane
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stress (Fig. 3.1b), where the periodic wavelength

is much smaller than the radius of curvature

of the shell.

Figure 3.1 Diagram depicting the two meanings of "buckling of a shell". a) Buckling response of
a shell to a concentrated normal load. b) Periodic buckling of a shell in response to an equibiaxial
compressive stress within the shell. The characteristic lengthscale of the buckling remains much
smaller than the radius of curvature of the shell.
A comparison of the bending and stretching energies in plates vs. shells was given by
Landau and Lifshitz in Theory of Elasticity57. The introduction of curvature changes the
dependence of the in-plane strains on the displacement

from a quadratic to a linear relationship.

A straightforward example of this may be seen in the uniform compression of a spherical shell of
radius

without buckling: if the entire shell undergoes a radial displacement of

equatorial length of the sphere decreases by

, then the

. The strain is thus given by

,

illustrating the first power dependence of strain on the displacement. The bending strain does not
differ from the flat sheet in its scaling dependence on displacement. Thus, when curvature is
present, the stretching energy makes a relatively larger contribution to the overall energy of the
buckling shell.
Another approach to modeling the buckling of a curved surface is to modify the von
Kármán equations for a buckling plate to include curvature contributions. This approach was
taken by Hutchinson in 196758, in his analysis of the periodic buckling of a nonlinear shallow
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spherical shell in response to an external pressure. Later, Cai, et al.20, followed the same
approach for an elastically-supported spherical shell, in which the deformation of the substrate is
also included. For equibiaxial stress

in the shell, the linearized equations describing the shell

buckling are58:
(3.1)
(3.2)
The above equations are analogous to Eq. 1.6 for a buckling flat sheet. Here,

represents the

stress function describing the stresses in the buckled film. Solving for the radial displacements at
the point of critical buckling we find:
(3.3)
with

and

representing the characteristic periodicities of the buckling pattern. Similar to the

case for flat buckling, any

and

satisfying

(3.4)
is associated with critical buckling. The critical buckling stress for any of these modes is
subject to
with

given by Eq. 1.8. Here,

(3.5)

is the curvature parameter defined in Eq. 2.10. It represents

a dimensionless quantity which captures both the mechanical and geometric aspects of the
supported shell. In the limit where

, the critical stress may be approximated by20

(3.6)
According to this analysis, the critical buckling stress of a surface scales as 1/R2,
therefore if R can be controlled independently of t and material properties, it presents another
route for dictating the applied overstress and, subsequently, the observed morphological
characteristics. The dependence of the critical buckling stress of a shallow shell on

, assuming

, is not obvious. However, such a dependency was also reported by Hutchinson for the case
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of unsupported shallow shells58. Furthermore, the critical stress relationship reported by
Hutchinson is identical to that previously reported for full spherical shells56.

Figure 3.2 Modeled shapes of buckled core-shell structures. Shapes are depicted as a function of
a)
and core-to-shell modulus ratio; b)
and overstress; c) shape factor and overstress. d)
Buckled shapes resembling structures occurring in nature. Reprinted/adapted from (a & c) Yin, et
al.31, (b) Cao, et al.59, and (d) Chen and Yin 30.

A number of different numerical models of wrinkling surfaces have also been reported. In
2008, Cao and colleagues published a set of two papers reporting FEM results of buckling
patterns of elastically supported spherical and spheroidal shells31,59. They identified four key
dimensionless parameters which influence the buckling behavior: the ratio

of curvature to

shell thickness, the modulus mismatch Ef/Es (where the subscripts f and s refer to the film and
substrate, respectively), the applied overstress beyond the critical buckling point
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, and the

aspect ratio of axes of the spheroid. The first two of these parameters are both captured by the
curvature parameter , thus each has a similar effect on the wavelength of the buckled shell, and
to some extent the resulting pattern type (ridges or dimples) (Fig. 3.2a). The applied overstress
was shown to affect the amplitude of buckling as well as to play a strong role in determining the
selection between ridges and dimples, holding everything else constant (Fig 3.2b). The shape of
the spheroid impacted the patterns by biasing the applied stress towards non-equibiaxial states
(Fig 3.2c). By choosing the values of these parameters with care, they were able to replicate a
large number of complex natural structures such as fruits and waterlogged fingertips (Fig 3.2d).
The morphogenesis of biological structures is a common theme underlying other work on
curved surface buckling. As discussed in Chapter 1, Kücken and Newell were able to model
fingerprint pattern formation using wrinkling of curved surfaces modeled on fetal fingertips 33.
Chan and Crosby devised an experimental method by which the buckling of small plates on a
curved surface could form a compound lens similar to that of many insects29. Li, et al., developed
a finite element model based on the shrinkage of a core-shell sphere, which they compare with
the wrinkles which develop in a drying pea60 (Figure 3.3).
Despite this interest, there is still a lack of the controlled experimental results necessary
to attain a more complete understanding of the interplay between geometry and stress state which
lead to these types of structures. In this chapter, we will utilize the methods developed previously
to carefully control the applied stresses on buckling curved surfaces. This approach enables us to
identify the particular contribution of shell curvature as it relates to the critical buckling stress and
resulting morphological patterns of the wrinkled surface.
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Figure 3.3 Finite element models of a shrinking core-shell structure modeled after a drying pea.
At short times, the models mirror the shallow dimple deformations seen in the drying pea. As
drying continues, strain localization occurs in both systems: the models show sharp creases, while
the shrunken pea forms sharp folds on its surface. Reprinted from Li, et al.60.

3.3 Experimental Approach
We again use vapor swelling of UVO-treated PDMS to induce surface wrinkling. In order
to generate elastomeric substrates with a range of reproducible curvatures, we first fabricated
epoxy molds with hemispherical depressions ranging from <100 μm to >1 mm. The molds were
created using one of the following methods, depending on the desired size of the hemispheres61.
Glass bead method: PDMS (Dow Corning Sylgard 184) was fabricated using a 1:10
crosslinker:prepolymer ratio and drop-cast onto a 1" square glass slide. After partially curing at
70° C for ~15 minutes, glass beads (MO-SCI Corp. Class V Soda Lime spheres) with radii
ranging from approximately 300-1000 μm were distributed onto the surface of the partially-cured
PDMS base, sinking partially into the viscous film (Fig. 3.4). The samples were then returned to
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the oven to finish curing. A mold of the partially submerged hemispheres was then made using
Norland 60 UV-curable epoxy and UV Process Supply Inc. UV 365 nm UV lamp.
Air bubble method: Cured PDMS was cut into a slab approximately 1" × 1" × 1/4". A
mold of this slab was made using Norland 60 containing air bubbles introduced by hand-stirring
the viscous epoxy (Fig. 3.4). Some of the air bubbles attached to the PDMS during UV-curing of
the epoxy, creating hemispherical voids measuring 50-500m in radius.

Figure 3.4 Schematic of the fabrication of UVO-treated PDMS hemisphere samples. Epoxy
molds were fabricated by UV-curing liquid epoxy resin in contact with PDMS samples. For
larger hemispheres, glass spheres were partially embedded in the PDMS, while for smaller
hemispheres, air bubbles at the epoxy-PDMS interface formed spherical depressions in the cured
epoxy. The epoxy molds were then used to fabricate the supported hemispherical samples which
were subsequently buckled using the UVO/vapor-swelling process.
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These molds were then used to shape PDMS into samples consisting of hemispherical
bumps on top of a flat surface, such that the hemispheres and foundation formed a single,
crosslinked PDMS network. Using this approach, multiple samples with identical curvature could
be created, allowing multiple overstress conditions to be applied to a single radius of curvature.
As described in the previous chapter, the applied swelling stress was modulated by changing
either the UVO treatment time or the concentration of ethanol in the vapor chamber, and was
characterized by measuring the bending of swollen bilayer beams.
In order to quantify the observed wrinkle morphology on the hemispherical surfaces, we
apply image analysis techniques to the micrographs of the wrinkled surfaces. The micrographs
were first converted to binary images delineating the peaks and valleys of the wrinkles using
ImageJ image processing software (version 1.42q). This resulted in the creation of a number of
wrinkle-shaped "particles" which captured the overall character of the wrinkling patterns.
Examples of resulting binary images are given in Figure 3.5. The particles were then analyzed
according to their circularity
perimeter

, a measure of the ratio of their area

to the square of their

compared to the corresponding ratio of a circle:
(3.7)

corresponds to a perfectly circular particle, while

for long particles, or particles of

other shapes with relatively large perimeters (e.g. "porous" or multi-armed shapes). Average
values of

were calculated for each binary image.

Figure 3.5 Examples of binary images of wrinkled surfaces and their measured circularities.
From left to right, labyrinth ridges, partially coalesced dimples, and dimples.
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The limiting values of the averaged

for the binary images are depicted in Figure 3.6: an

array of perfectly circular particles gives

, while the measured circularity of a labyrinth

ridge pattern on a flat surface (i.e. when

) is approximately 0.2. However, the

hemispherical geometry limits the actual measured values of

in both of these limits, though

there are differing reasons behind each. For long ridge structures, the value of

restricts the

lateral area over which ridges may extend compared to the flat case, in which the measurable area
of ridges is limited only by the frame of the image. Thus, for ridges on hemispheres

varies from

approximately 0.2-0.5. A different aspect of the hemispherical surfaces is responsible for the
limiting of circularity in dimple structures: since the dimples lie on the surface of the hemisphere,
we can only observe the projection of the true dimple area (Fig. 3.7a). Thus, even a perfectly
circular dimple appears elliptical if, from the observer's perspective, it lies on the side of the
hemisphere. Therefore, the measured value of

for a dimple array on a curved surface ranges

from approximately 0.5-0.8, with the lower end of this range representing samples where some
dimple coalescence has taken place.

Figure 3.6 Illustration of the limits of circularity of buckled systems. Perfect circles have a
circularity of 1, while the circularity of ridges on a flat surface is approximately 0.2.

The upper limit of

on a curved surface may be calculated analytically by constructing a

model of perfect circles on the surface of a hemisphere. We start by constructing a hexagonal grid
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consisting of concentric rings of hexagons, with the center containing a single hexagon and the
nth ring from the center containing 6n hexagons (Fig. 3.7b). (In reality, hexagons alone cannot
tessellate a sphere, but for a small number of rings, the approximation is sufficient). We then
conform these rings to the surface of a sphere, with the center hexagon located at the apex and
subsequent hexagons centered at a distance of

from the apex, as shown in Figure 3.7c. Circles

are now inscribed inside each hexagon -- once the center points of the circles have been
established, the size of the circle is irrelevant, since the aspect ratio of the projected ellipses will
be the same. For simplicity, let the circles lie tangent to the hemisphere, remaining flat and not
following the substrate curvature. Viewed vertically, only the minor axis of the projected ellipses
will change, thus the ratio of the minor to major axes of the projected ellipses is

, where

is

the angle between the axis of symmetry of the hemisphere and the line from the center of the
sphere to the center of the inscribed circle (see Fig. 3.7d). In terms of
by

and , this angle is given

, based on fractional arc length. Since circularity is a shape-based and not a

size-based quantity, we set the long axis equal to 1 and substitute the ellipse aspect ratio
into the approximation for the perimeter of an ellipse given by Ramanujan:62

(3.8)

Using the area of our ellipses
average

for any value of

in conjunction with Eq. 3.8, we can therefore calculate an
. This is plotted in Figure 3.8. The periodicity of the plot stems

from the fact that n is an integer, and only as many rings as could fit on the hemisphere were
considered. A conservative threshold of 0.3 (corresponding to

) was also applied, with

less circular ellipses not counted towards the overall circularity -- experimentally, ellipses near
the edge of the projected area of the hemisphere are excluded from our image analysis due to loss
of focus and contrast. The result is a periodic graph which centers around, and appears to
eventually converge to a value of 0.8.
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Figure 3.7 Calculation model for maximum circularity on a spherical surface projection.
a) Projected elliptical areas of circles on a spherical surface. b) Perfect hexagonal array of circles.
All circles in each ring (0,1,2,...) are considered to have the same projected shape. c) Schematic
of the positions of the circle centers on the surface of the hemisphere as a function of ring number
, and ring width  d) Schematic of a circle tangent to the hemisphere highlighting the
relationship between the aspect ratio
of the ellipse and the angle from the central axis
of the hemisphere, which is in turn a function of , and .

Figure 3.8 Plot of the calculated circularity of an array of perfect circles on a hemispherical
surface as a function of
.
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One of the challenges of creating binary images of curved surfaces stems from the
differences in light intensity between the center and the perimeter of the image. Even after
applying appropriate bandpass filters, some coalescence of particles can occur. For this reason,
average particle circularity was chosen over the average particle aspect ratio used to characterize
flat surfaces, as it remains relatively unaffected by this coalescence.

3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Effect of Curvature Parameter
For surfaces with a sufficiently large radius of curvature, the wrinkling patterns should
resemble those of a flat wrinkling surface, regardless of the applied swelling stress. If the critical
buckling stress does increase at higher curvatures, a morphological transition would be expected
as

decreases. Equibiaxial stress conditions which drive the formation of ridge patterns on large

hemispheres would create low-overstress buckling on smaller hemispheres, while still smaller
hemispheres would exhibit no wrinkling if their critical buckling stress rises above the applied
swelling stress.
To observe such a transition, we varied
and independently. The thickness

over an order of magnitude by controlling both

was controlled via UVO treatment time. Due to the

inherent gradient nature of the UVO-generated oxide layer, it is difficult to identify exact values
nm45,46). Therefore, it is helpful to reformulate

for (although previous reports give

in terms of the easily measurable wrinkle wavelength

using Eq. 1.9:

(3.9)
The most straightforward results arise from varying

directly, holding all other material and

geometric properties of the buckling hemispheres constant. The wrinkling response in
hemispheres of varying

with constant UVO time and ethanol concentration is shown in Figure

3.9a. Below a critical , wrinkling is not observed, indicating that
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. As

increases,

dimples, coalesced dimples, and finally ridges are observed on the surface of the buckling
hemisphere. Ridges remain the dominant morphology as

. Changes in

resulting from

changing λ are presented in Figure 3.9b, where a similar dimple-to-ridge transition is observed.
However, the relationship between

and overstress is complicated by the fact that the applied

swelling stress of our oxide films is not independent of UVO treatment time, i.e. increasing the
oxidation time increases both the oxide layer thickness and swelling ratio simultaneously.
Therefore, we have taken care to measure the overstress magnitudes in relation to the critical
buckling point of each hemisphere/UVO time combination on an individual basis. Direct
comparison of the overstresses for different values of

and UVO time will be presented in the

next section. The transition from dimples to ridges was also observable at constant

by changing

the applied swelling stress (Fig. 3.9c), though this effect is the same as that reported for flat
surfaces.
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Figure 3.9 Dimple-ridge transitions effected by independent control of various system
parameters. a) Varying radius at constant UVO time (60 min) and ethanol concentration (100%).
b) Varying UVO treatment time at constant radius (381 m) and ethanol concentration (100%). c)
Varying ethanol concentration at constant UVO time (60 min) and hemisphere radius (522 m).

Figure 3.10 depicts plots of the average

as a function of

for hemispheres treated

with UVO for 30 minutes at four different applied swelling stresses corresponding to atmospheres
in equilibrium with reservoir mixtures of 60%, 70%, 90%, and 100% ethanol with glycerol. At
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100% ethanol, values of

indicate that ridges dominate the morphology across all radii used in

this experiment, indicating a relatively large overstress. Only a slight increase in
with

is observed

, most likely due to the limiting effect of smaller hemispheres on ridge length described

above For 90% and 70% ethanol, circularity increases as a function of

, suggesting that the

range of the applied overstresses provided by the curvatures examined in this experiment falls
into the transitional region between dimples and ridges. Furthermore, though both concentrations
exhibit the dimple-to-ridge transition,

is higher for 70% ethanol than for 90% across the range

of curvatures tested, consistent with the notion that the transition is gradual rather than critical. At
60% ethanol, circularities are high across all values of

, characteristic of dimples expected at

low values of overstress.

Figure 3.10 Plots of measured circularity for 30 minute UVO-treated hemispheres at different
ethanol concentrations. At 100% and 60%, circularity remains relatively constant across all radii,
indicating ridges and dimple structures, respectively. Intermediate concentrations show an
increase of circularity with 1/R, indicating a transition from ridges to dimples.
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To illustrate the effect of changing UVO time, values of

are plotted as a function of

for three UVO times exposed to 100% ethanol in Figure 3.11. As before, we observe the
case where ridges dominate across all values of

(30 minutes), the case where dimples dominate

(20 minutes), and the case where a transition from ridges to dimples is seen (60 minutes).
Circularities of the corresponding flat surfaces for each UVO time are indicated as horizontal
lines. As mentioned previously, direct comparisons between different UVO times are challenging,
but here there are significant curvature-specific effects only at the larger values of

enabled

by the longest UVO treatment time. In the case of 20 minutes UVO, this independence of

is

due to the relatively low overstress even at infinite radius of curvature, while at 30 minutes it is
simply because the range of

did not extend low enough to access the transitional regime.

Figure 3.11 Plots of measured circularity as a function of /R for various UVO times at 100%
ethanol. The ridge-dimple transition is only seen at 60 minutes UVO, which enables access to
larger /R values.

3.4.2 Relationship Between Overstress and Morphology
As with the buckling of flat surfaces, the applied swelling stress was characterized for
each UVO time/ethanol % combination by measuring the curling of thin beams of UVO-treated
PDMS. The curling and overstress behaviors of the various UVO times and ethanol
concentrations are given in Figure 3.12. They deviate slightly from those presented in Figure
2.19, owing to differences in the age of the UV source used for the respective experiments. As
before, the critical buckling point for a given

and UVO time was identified as the lowest
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ethanol concentration for which any buckling was observed. Similarly, we define the applied
overstress for any condition as the ratio of the film curvature measured for the UVO time and
ethanol concentration of interest

to that of the curvature at the critical point

, i.e.

. In this way, the overstress may be determined for each R at each UVO time on an
individual basis, based on the point at which buckling is first observed for that hemisphere
specifically.

Figure 3.12 Measured curling and overstress in oxidized PDMS films. a) Measured curling of
films of PDMS corresponding to various UVO time/ethanol concentration combinations. b)
Normalization of the data in (a), representing the applied overstress relative to the critical
buckling stress of a flat surface.

Measuring
varying

with

function of

enables the comparison of critical buckling stresses for hemispheres of

of a wrinkling flat surface. In Figure 3.13, the ratio

is plotted as a

for hemispheres treated with UVO for 45 minutes. To improve resolution on the

y-axis of this plot, the critical buckling concentration for each value of

was calculated as an

average based on the buckling of several samples at each 10% ethanol concentration step, using
the fraction of samples which exhibited wrinkling at each concentration. The corresponding value
of overstress was calculated based on interpolation between measurements of

at ethanol

concentration steps of 10%. The data indicate a clear increase in the critical buckling stress for
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smaller hemispheres. A curve fit using Eq. 3.6 matches the data reasonably well, and the value of
the fitting parameter

is found to be 11.2, from which we calculate

, which is in line with previous estimates for UVO-treated PDMS37. This suggests that
the shallow shell analysis of Cai, et al., is not an unreasonable model for the critical buckling of
our system, mirroring the equivalence of critical buckling between shallow shells and full spheres
when the shell is unsupported.

Figure 3.13 Plot of the normalized critical buckling stress in hemispheres. The critical buckling
stress is normalized by the critical buckling stress of a flat surface for 45 minute UVO-treated
PDMS. The data is fit to Eq. 3.6.

Thus far, we have shown both a morphological transition and an overstress dependence
on the curvature parameter. However, the question remains as to whether these two observations
can be broadly correlated in a meaningful way using
investigate this possibility,

as a mutual point of connection. To

is plotted as a function of overstress over all

and UVO times

tested (Fig. 3.14). At high overstress, the measured circularities indicate that ridges are the
primary morphological feature of the wrinkled hemispheres, as expected. At lower values of
overstress, increasing values of

are observed, indicating dimples are among the observed
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morphologies. However, a significant population of hemispheres with low circularity is also
found. Therefore, although we can conclude that low overstress is at least a prerequisite for
formation of dimples on curved surfaces, other factors which dictate the observed morphology are
clearly also present. In fact, this observation is quite similar to that of flat surfaces at low
overstress (Fig 2.19), where the transitional region between overstress values of 1 and 2 contain
not only dimples, but also ridges and combined dimple/ridge buckling modes.

Figure 3.14 Plot of measured circularity of curved surfaces as a function of overstress for all
wrinkling conditions presented. As in flat surfaces, ridges dominate at overstresses values larger
than 2, while dimples, ridges, and combinations of both patterns are present at overstresses
between 1 and 2.

3.4.3 Evaluating the Assumption of Shallow Shells
Although the critical stress behavior of hemispherical shells has been shown to be
reasonably well-described by the expressions derived for shallow shells, whether this analysis
extends to the morphological aspects of wrinkling has not yet been determined. The shallow shell
assumption relies on the condition that

by an order of magnitude, so that the number of

wrinkles on a shallow section of the shell is large. This ensures that both the wavelength and the
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dominant wrinkle patterns are not influenced by the small overall size of the hemisphere, or in
other words, that there are no confinement effects due to the size of the shell. This assumption
appears to be valid for our large hemispheres, but may not be appropriate for the smaller
hemispheres, as

becomes as large as 0.2. However, the patterns observed on the surface of

the smallest hemispheres which we have buckled are nearly identical to those observed for a flat
buckling surface at low overstress, namely, a hexagonally packed dimple array (Fig. 3.15). The
confinement of a hemisphere with relatively large

does appear to influence the ordering of

the dimples, as they form a highly-ordered hexagonal packing, causing these hemispheres to
resemble a golf ball in appearance. Such structures also emerged in numerical modeling of
buckled curved surfaces 31,59,60 for relatively large

at low overstress. At higher stress, the

results of Li, et al.60 indicate the formation of deeper, crease-like instabilities. Similar structures
may also appear in our system with sufficient applied swelling stress.

Figure 3.15 Well-ordered hexagonal arrangement of dimples on a buckled hemisphere.

Another concern with the full hemispherical geometry used in our experiments is the
boundary condition imposed by the edge where the hemisphere meets the flat foundation. In the
vicinity of this boundary, the assumption of equibiaxial stress is no longer valid. On the flat
surface surrounding the hemisphere, this edge effect is seen to influence the wrinkle alignment to
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a substantial distance away from the edge (up to several wavelengths). Thus, there is a concern as
to whether this effect is also influencing the observed morphologies at the top of the hemisphere.
The uniform swelling of an unconstrained shell should result in a uniform equibiaxial
stress within the shell. Likewise, the swelling of a complete spherical shell which is elastically
supported should also generate a uniform equibiaxial stress due to the symmetry of the system.
However, the boundary conditions acting on a partial spherical shell constrained by an elastic
support may impose significant non-equibiaxial character to the stress state. These nonequibiaxial stresses would be strongest at the edge of the shell, where it is least like a sphere. For
instance, in Theory of Plates and Shells, Timoshenko and Woinowski-Krieger provide two
examples of a uniformly loaded shell under different boundary conditions55. In both cases, the
radial and circumferential stress components are equal at the apex of the shell and remain close in
magnitude for some distance away from the apex before diverging near the edge of the shell. To
our knowledge, the case of a uniformly swollen elastically-supported shell has not been analyzed.
However, two characteristics of such a system would suggest that the region of equibiaxial stress
encompasses a large area surrounding the apex of the shell. First, the elastically-supported
boundary conditions prevent the shell from undergoing large deformations, therefore the shape of
the shell at the critical buckling point is still very nearly spherical. Secondly, the applied swelling
in the elastically supported shell is equibiaxial by nature, thus it will reinforce the existing
spherical symmetry of the shell rather than distort it.
The strongest evidence of an equibiaxial stress state at the apex of the hemisphere is the
emergence of the hexagonal dimple patterns as described above. We may also estimate the size of
the equibiaxially stressed area at the apex by estimating the extent of non-equibiaxiality based on
the wrinkle patterns in the flat region surrounding the hemisphere. From this estimate, we can
then state whether or not non-equibiaxial regions should be captured in our micrographs, since
much of the surface of the wrinkled hemisphere is actually hidden from a top-down view. As
depicted in Figure 3.16, the visible area of the hemisphere constitutes approximately 75% of the
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projected area of the base of the hemisphere. However, this only accounts for 34% of the surface
area of the hemisphere, and the contour length

of the hemisphere which remains hidden in a

top view is roughly 70% of . A generous estimate of the persistence of wrinkle alignment
around on the flat surface around the base of the hemisphere is a distance equal to four
wavelengths. Assuming any ridges residing on the hemisphere near the base have a similar
persistence length, the smallest value of

for which four wavelengths would remain unseen in

the periphery is about 0.2, which is equal to the single largest

we tested.

Figure 3.16 Lateral dimensions of wrinkle visualization and directional persistence. a) A
representative image depicting the radius of visible wrinkles a, the hemisphere radius R, and the
distance 4, taken as the wrinkle persistence length. A binary image of the wrinkled top of the
hemisphere is superimposed on the optical micrograph of the buckled hemisphere. The ratio
in this image is slightly below the average value of 0.75. Also depicted is the
distance 4 from the edge of the hemisphere, showing that significant non-equibiaxial
characteristics occur within this range. b) Side view of hemisphere. , , and are not mutually
independent, thus the normalized contour length
corresponding to
is
.
Setting
yields a value of
below which any wrinkle alignment due to the
base of the hemisphere would not be observed.

In addition to the above, the nature of the UVO oxidation process results in a dependence
of the surface conversion on the angle of orientation between the surface and the UV source. This
was shown by varying the angle of orientation during UVO treatment of flat PDMS samples (Fig.
3.17). The wrinkle wavelength decreased slightly (from 40 m to 33 m) as a function of angle
from 0° to 60°. However, when the samples were oriented vertically during oxidation, wrinkle
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coverage on the surface was greatly diminished, suggesting a decreased extent of oxidation.
When translated to a UVO-treated hemisphere, these results would indicate that the shell
thickness diminishes at the sides of the hemisphere. This makes the oxidized shells in our system
more like shallow caps situated at the tops of hemispheres, disconnected from any edge effects at
their bases.

Figure 3.17 Plot of measured wrinkle wavelength vs. angle of UVO exposure.
The equibiaxial dimple morphologies remain as the aspect ratio of the shells decreases,
making then true shallow shells. Because the sides of these shells do not approach a vertical
orientation as in a full hemisphere, the oxidation was not significantly decreased on the sides. We
fabricated shallow shells of UVO-treated PDMS (30 min.), molded from glass beads with
nominal radii of 300 m. When swollen, these samples buckled into hexagonal dimples in much
the same manner as the full hemispheres (Fig. 3.18). For these samples,

is roughly 0.1,

which is sufficient to favor dimples over ridges, even when the curvature extends over only a
small lateral area. As expected, dimples do not appear on shallow shells with much larger
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.

Figure 3.18 Wrinkle morphologies of shallow spherical shells with the same nominal radius of
curvature. Dimples persist even as the shell becomes very shallow.

3.5 Summary
We have experimentally examined the wrinkling behavior of supported hemispherical
shells as a function of hemisphere radius, shell thickness, and the applied swelling stress.
Varying each of these three parameters induced a transition from dimples to ridges, similar to that
seen for the wrinkling of flat surfaces. Furthermore, each of these transitions is linked to the
applied overstress in the buckling shell. The curvature parameter, a geometric factor which
encompasses both shell radius and thickness, was shown to be linked to the critical buckling
stress, thus enabling control over the dominant wrinkle patterns without changing the materials or
applied stress. Such a transition is not possible in a flat wrinkling system.
This work reveals several implications for using wrinkling as a patterning technique.
First, it provides an important experimental context to a problem which had previously been
mostly limited to theoretical consideration. Second, it represents a robust method for generating
wrinkle-based hierarchical microstructures which can be utilized for numerous purposes, not the
least of which may be the replication of complex structures observed in nature. The dimpled "golf
ball" pattern in particular could prove quite useful due to its geometric regularity. Finally, the link
between shell geometry and overstress provides a useful alternative mechanism by which to
modulate the developing wrinkle patterns which does not involve changing the materials or
conditions used to induce wrinkle patterns.
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3.6 Open Questions
The ability to produce complex hierarchical structures based on the wrinkling of nonplanar geometries poses several interesting questions which extend beyond the scope of this
work. Most closely related is the question of the wrinkling of a supported concave shell.
According to Cai et al., such a geometry should wrinkle in precisely the same way as the convex
shell, only inversely. Thus, one would expect to find bumps instead of dimples at low overstress.
Unfortunately, the UVO process employed here is not readily applicable to oxidation within holes
on the PDMS surface. Another significant unanswered question concerns the eventual buckling at
larger values of

, when confinement of the wrinkles becomes the dominating factor

governing pattern formation. Will the hemispheres form bifurcations similar to those seen in
highly strained hollow elastic shells63? Would the number of such bifurcations show a
dependency on the applied stress? Finally, there are numerous conditions beyond the scope of this
work which may also be of interest to examine experimentally. Can a much larger overstress be
used to initiate more complex buckling patterns such as creases or folds? What is the impact of
non-spherical geometries? What factors influence buckling of a surface with negative Gaussian
curvature? The answers to these open questions will greatly expand the toolbox with which
complex microstructured geometries may be fabricated.
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CHAPTER 4
USING SURFACE PATTERNS TO GUIDE WRINKLE MORPHOLOGY
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, the impact of different applied states of stress on wrinkle
morphology was systematically investigated. This necessitated careful control over the applied
stress states, therefore the characterization was done far from any edges, which would have
significantly impacted the local stress state. However, the presence of edges is not necessarily
undesirable, as has been shown by numerous reports6,12,13,29,53,64,65 which have used various types
of edges to influence local wrinkle ordering. Edges both dictate local stress direction and provide
a possible initiation point for the formation of wrinkles. They may also act as geometric
constraints, limiting the lateral extent to which wrinkles may arrange themselves across a surface.
For these reasons, edges can be a useful tool for specifying wrinkle patterns on a surface.
In this chapter, we examine the effect of finite lateral constraints on wrinkle morphology.
By masking PDMS samples during UVO oxidation, oxide plates of finite size are created on the
surface of the samples. When swollen, these plates wrinkle while the masked regions remain flat.
We investigate the effect of plate size and shape on the development of wrinkles. In contrast to
many other approaches which use confinement to control wrinkle patterns, we focus on plate
sizes which are significantly larger than the characteristic wrinkle wavelength (roughly an order
of magnitude), such that the centers of the plates may still be considered distant from the edge. At
this intermediate lengthscale, energetically favored patterns compete with alignment and kinetic
effects deriving from the proximity of an edge, thus the overall size of the plate remains an
important factor in dictating the final morphology.

4.2 Background
Prepatterning methods have been used to achieve enhanced control over microscale
patterning for a variety of self-assembly based microfabrication techniques. For example, a
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number of techniques for improving the order of thin film block copolymer domain assemblies
have been developed using various chemical and physical prepatterning strategies54,66. The
principle underlying prepatterning approaches in general is to provide some type of framework
upon which the desired pattern can be assembled. The prepatterning introduces regular areas
which contrast in some way with their surroundings, effectively forming boundaries across an
entire surface. Thus, prepatterning may be thought of as extending near-edge conditions across all
points of the surface to be patterned. Because prepatterns must also themselves be somehow
fabricated, they represent strategies that lie between those of pure self-assembly and those of
brute-force patterning techniques such as lithographic processes. The final structure of a pattern
assembled on a prepatterned framework must therefore possess some significant advantage over
other methods -- improved long-range order, smaller pattern dimension, and ease or cost of
fabrication are common themes.
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Figure 4.1 Examples of prepatterning to confine and control wrinkle morphology. a) Wrinkling
on a topographically patterned surface. Wrinkles appear on the tops of line patterns, but only at
the base of post patterns. b) Wrinkling on a chemically patterned surface. Wrinkling occurs at
different strains on the stripes due to differences in substrate stiffness. c) Forcing of wrinkle
wavelength by small topographical features. d) Topography created from an array of
microspheres (left) and the subsequent buckling pattern (right). The existing topography shapes
the orientation of the wrinkles as they form. e) Thermal wrinkling of a metal-polymer bilayer held
in contact with arrays of square holes. (Reprinted from (a) Bowden et al.13, (b) Huck, et al.12, (c)
Ohzono et al.67, (d) Ohzono, et al.68, (e) Yoo, et al.69).
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Prepatterning in wrinkling process takes advantage of the inherent tendency of wrinkles
to align perpendicular to edges. This characteristic was noted even among the earliest reports
presenting wrinkling as a microfabrication technique12,13. This reports showed how topographical
prepatterns such as posts and lines serve to align wrinkles along the feature bases, and in some
cases also on the tops of the features. (Fig 4.1a). A similar effect is seen using patterning of
chemically modified regions, where the surfaces to be wrinkled are chemically treated to change
their mechanical properties (Fig 4.1b). The untreated regions, which are softer, buckle first, with
the chemical patterns dictating the resulting wrinkle alignment12. Other reports have used similar
techniques in which chemical patterning is used to separate surfaces into regions which buckle
and those which do not buckle29,53. Another strategy employs prepatterning as a means to force a
specified wavelength or shape to the developing wrinkles. In one approach, the surface to be
buckled is fabricated with periodic bumps which are significantly smaller than the wrinkle
wavelength67. The spacing of these bumps forces the wrinkles to form with a non-equilibrium
wavelength (Fig 4.1c). In a similar approach, microspheres are used as masks to create
hexagonally packed arrays of small chemically modified regions68. When a film deposited onto
such a surface is wrinkled by an equibiaxial thermal compression, the ridges which form follow
the hexagonal array quite closely (Fig 4.1d). An example of forced wrinkles without patterning of
the wrinkling surface is shown in Figure 4.1e. In this case, the surface was brought into contact
with an array of holes during the wrinkling process69. As a result, wrinkling was suppressed in the
regions in direct contact with the restricting surface, with the size and shape of the holes dictating
the resulting wrinkle patterns.
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Figure 4.2 Buckling patterns of small plates when the wavelength is of the same order as the
plate size. Lateral confinement limits the number of patterns which may form. For very small
plates, wrinkling results in the formation of microlenses. Reprinted from Chan and Crosby29.

If wrinkling is confined to a finite region, then the size of that region plays a key role in
dictating the resulting wrinkle morphology, due to the confinement of a small number of wrinkles
into a small area. This effect was demonstrated nicely by Chan and Crosby29 for the case where
the wrinkle wavelength is on the same order of magnitude as the geometric confinement (Figure
4.2). This resulted in buckling modes consisting of very few wavelengths, such as concentric
rings, short stripes, tri-lobed structures, and at the very lower limit of plate size, microlens
structures consisting of only half a wrinkle wavelength.
The work presented in this chapter is a natural extension of the confined wrinkling of
Chan and Crosby. We also examine the effect of plate size on wrinkle morphology, using plates
with lateral dimensions roughly an order of magnitude larger. At this size scale, confinement
effects are minimal, with the plates being large enough to accommodate equilibrium equibiaxial
buckling patterns some distance away from the edge. However, plate size still plays a role in the
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way stresses develop on the surface, which leads to dramatic changes in the patterns which are
observed at equilibrium.

4.3 Experimental Approach
Plates of oxidized PDMS were created using the UVO treatment process described earlier
in conjunction with stencil masks (Timely Small Increment Circles, T-89, and SPI Supplies SPIgrids) (Fig. 4.3)40. The masks both blocked the UV light from reaching the PDMS surface and
prevented ozone from diffusing into the masked regions, resulting in isolated patches of oxide
surrounded by unmodified PDMS. The plates were typically circular, ranging from 0.83 to 8.6
mm in radius, though some results from square plates are also presented. UVO exposure time was
kept constant at 30 minutes. After oxidation, the samples were placed in a sealed chamber in
exposure to solvent vapor. In this case, the solvent used was pyridine (EM Science), a polar
solvent which swells the oxide in a manner quite similar to ethanol, resulting in wrinkles which
are difficult to distinguish from ethanol-swollen samples. As with ethanol, pyridine/glycerol
solutions were used to reduce the solvent vapor pressure. In order to study the kinetic effects of
wrinkle development, a programmable stage and camera[] were used to capture images at regular
intervals over the course of several hours while swelling progressed.

Figure 4.3 Schematic of oxide plate formation.
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4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Controlling Morphology With Plate Size
Figure 4.4 shows the observed wrinkle evolution over time for circular plates of three
different sizes. Initial wrinkling in the largest plate is observed very near the edge, in a thin ring
which extends around the perimeter of the plate, indicating a dominance of the circumferential
stress component. As time progresses and the plate continues to absorb solvent, these wrinkles
grow inwards toward the center of the plate, forming an advancing front of wrinkles. At the
leading edge of this front, wrinkles remain radially aligned. However, the evolution of wrinkles
continues in the wrinkled areas as the front becomes distant. The formation of herringbone,
labyrinth, and stitch patterns indicate that these regions are approaching an equibiaxial stress
state. Wrinkling of the intermediately sized plate also begins with radially aligned ridges, but the
location of wrinkle initiation is shifted inward toward the center of the plate. The inward
wrinkling front again advances towards the plate center, although as it nears the center, frontal
growth gives way to simultaneous wrinkling across the remaining unwrinkled portions, creating a
region of relative wrinkle disorder at the very center of the plate (This also occurs in the large
plate, outside the frame of the image). There is also a second front which advances outward,
towards the plate edge. However, this does not result in any significant difference in wrinkle
patterns on the perimeter.
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Figure 4.4 Time-evolution of buckles for three different plate sizes. Plates measure 8.6 mm, 2.5
mm, and 1.6 mm for (a–c) respectively. Insets depict details of the relevant microstructure.
Column I shows samples at time t0, just after buckle initiation, with columns II and III depicting
the samples 10 and 50 minutes after t0. For (a–c), t0 occurred at 15, 25, and 40 minutes,
respectively. Width of all inset images is 500 m.

Below a certain plate size, buckling no longer initiates near the edge, but at the center
(Fig. 4.4c). In this case, there is no dominant stress direction and the initial buckling takes the
form of an array of dimples. As swelling increases, the dimpled region expands towards the
edges. At the same time, the dimples at the center of the plate begin to coalesce, suggesting that
the applied overstress in this region has exceeded the value for which dimples are favored over
ridges. This coalescing behavior will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
As plate size continues to decrease, the equilibrium extent of wrinkling diminishes (Fig.
4.5a). The fraction of dimples which have undergone coalescence decreases, and the radial extent
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over which wrinkling occurs is lessened. Similar trends in coalescence and wrinkle coverage are
observed when the applied swelling stress is decreased by lowering the solvent vapor pressure
(Fig. 4.5b). This behavior suggests a relationship between plate size and overstress. Such a
relationship would also account for the observed ability to select dimples or ridges simply by
changing the plate size.

Figure 4.5 Buckling patterns at long times for small plates. a) As plate size decreases, the extent
of wrinkling diminishes. (All plates swollen using 85% pyridine). b) Wrinkling also decreases
with smaller applied stress. All scale bars 250 m.

There are several possible explanations which would account for the link between plate
size and overstress. One possibility is that the plates are small enough that the wrinkles
experience confinement effects. For a large plate, there will always be some portion of the plate
center which is sufficiently distant from any possible edge effects. Wrinkling in this central
region should occur in the same way for any plate, regardless of size. However, if the plate is
small, the ratio

of the wavelength to the plate radius may become large enough that there

is no point on the plate which may be considered distant from an edge. Furthermore, when
is large enough, the number of wavelengths which fit onto the plate geometry is small, and there
are a finite number of deformations into which a plate may buckle. However, the value of
for the dimpled plate in Figure 4.4c is ~1/30, making the finite deformation scenario unlikely.
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Also, the persistence length of wrinkle alignment near edges is typically on the order of only a
few wavelengths, suggesting the wrinkle initiation at the center remains sufficiently distant from
these edge effects.
Another possibility is that the masking process results in the formation of plates which
have a radial gradient in oxide conversion, thickness, or both. The masks were fabricated from
plastic drawing stencils, so the vertical thickness of the mask (0.5 mm) is not negligible compared
to

. This can lead to shadowing where the vertical walls of the mask block out lines of sight

between certain points on the plate surface and certain points of the UV source (Fig. 4.6a). The
geometry of the UV light source is a bulb consisting of several parallel cylindrical tubes in which
the UV light is generated. Thus, from each tube, UV rays are emitted in all directions. The sample
is placed within 1 cm of the UV source, which covers an area of approximately 15 cm

15 cm,

therefore we approximate the bulb as an infinite planar source from which UV rays are emitted in
all directions at all points on the source. Although this geometric simplification does not capture
all of the complexities of the UV exposure process, it allows us to develop a simple metric to
quantify relative exposure as a function of radial position. This metric simply measures the
maximum possible angle ( ) between two direct lines of sight at a given point, relative to a
maximum angle of 180° for a point on an unmasked surface (Fig. 4.6b, see inset for geometry).
As the ratio of the mask height

to

increases, a significant radial gradient develops in the

angle of view, which is steepest near the edge. When

becomes larger than 0.05, this gradient

becomes more gradual, but the maximum angle of view at the center of the plate drops
significantly.
The non-negligible thickness of the mask may also interfere with the airflow over the
PDMS surface, creating stagnant zones in the corners (Fig. 4.6c) which become depleted of the
reactive ozone, resulting in lower PDMS conversion. If

is large enough, these zones may

begin to overlap at the center of the plate, resulting not only in a radial gradient, but also a
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decreased conversion at the center of the plate, similar to the effect which would be seen for UV
shadowing at large

.

Figure 4.6 Depiction of the shadowing effects of a thick mask. a) The PDMS surface near the
edge "sees" a smaller fraction of the light emitted by the UV lamp. b) Strength of the shadowing
effect as a function of radial position, measured by the angle representing a point's view of the
UV source. Curves are depicted for different values of
. c) Stagnation of airflow in the
corner where the mask meets the sample may also contribute to decreased oxidation.

If the decreased oxidation extent of these masked samples is comparable to the oxide
films obtained for shorter UVO treatment times, then wrinkling in the shadowed regions should
be characterized by a shorter characteristic wavelength (see Fig. 2.14). Thus, we would expect to
observe a radial gradient in the wavelength. Figure 4.7 shows this gradient for three different
plate sizes, as measured by taking fast Fourier transforms of annular sections of the plate. The
shape of this measured gradient is roughly the same as the calculated shadowing profiles in
Figure 4.6b for equivalent values of

. Less fully oxidized regions also exhibit a decreased

swelling at a given solvent concentration (see Fig 2.19). This may explain the observed shift of
the wrinkle initiation location from the edge to the center as

decreases. For small plates with

the largest gradient of shadowing, the plate center swells to a much greater extent at the same
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conditions, thus reaching the critical buckling point before the edge of the plate. For large plates,
the gradient is minimal, and buckling initiates at the plate edge.

Figure 4.7 Measured wavelength of wrinkles as a function of radial position for three different
sized plates with shadowing effects.

As further evidence of the shadowing effect of our masks, we fabricated UVO-treated
samples using thin (~30 m in thickness) copper circles as masks. These circles ranged in size
from 0.4 mm to 2.0 mm. When oxide plates generated using these copper masks and 30 minutes
UVO treatment were wrinkled, only ridge patterns were observed across all

(Fig. 4.8a). There

is no observable gradient in wavelength (Fig. 4.8b); however, it is interesting to note that the
buckle initiation location follows a similar trend as the samples with thick masks, shifting from
the edge to the center as

decreases (Fig. 4.8c).
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Figure 4.8 Wrinkling of plates fabricated using non-shadowing thin masks. a) Images of
wrinkled circular plates. From left to right,
values are 0.37 mm, 0.83 mm, and 1.55 mm.
b) Plot of wavelength as a function of radial position for the two larger plates in (a). No
dependence is seen. c) Wrinkle initiation and final wrinkle arrangement for non-shadowed plates
of two different sizes.

Another possible explanation for the observed difference in wrinkle initiation between
large and small plates is that the mechanics of the plate swelling are inherently dependent on the
plate size. An exact model has not been developed to define the local lateral stresses for the
uniform swelling of an elastically supported plate. However, due to the release of swelling
constraints radially from the edges of the finite plate, we hypothesize that the stresses near the
boundary of the plate will take a general parabolic form with maximum stresses in the center and
vanishing stresses at the plate edge. This general behavior is observed in other scenarios
involving distributed circular loads, including the surface stresses in a semi-infinite elastic
substrate subjected to a circular, uniform normal load70, and a pressurized circular elastic
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membrane71.Though the shapes of the curves differ, in both these cases the radial and
circumferential stresses are equal at the center of the circular area and both stress components are
at a maximum at the center and diminish near the edge. Also, in both cases the circumferential
stress becomes larger than the radial stress at the plate edge, which is consistent with the observed
radial alignment of wrinkles at the edge.
Such a stress distribution would account for the observation that small plates begin
wrinkling at their centers, even when there is no radial gradient in plate properties. However,
there is no inherent plate size dependence of this distribution. Therefore, if such a distribution
exists, then why do the larger plates exhibit edge initiation of wrinkles? In fact, wrinkle initiation
at edges is quite common, occurring in almost every sample geometry we tested except for the
small plates, regardless of the exact edge boundary conditions. Thus, there must be some aspect
of the edges in our swelling system which enables faster wrinkle initiation, but is suppressed for
the wrinkling of small plates. This may be an inherent aspect of plate edges in general, which
tend to act as stress concentration points.

4.4.2 Ordering of Confined Wrinkle Patterns
Dimple patterns created by the wrinkling of thick circular masked samples often exhibit
highly ordered hexagonal arrangement (Fig. 4.9). Even in plates which transition well beyond the
dimple phase via coalescence, the hexagonal arrangement may still be readily apparent, and the
uncoalesced dimples around the periphery of the wrinkled area exhibit a high degree of order.
Although this ordering is not observed in every fabricated plate of a certain size, the lateral extent
of the well-ordered dimples seen in Figure 4.9 has not been observed in unmasked samples. The
origin of this ordering likely stems from the existence of a single area of wrinkle initiation at the
center of these plates, instead of at multiple locations across the sample surface. The location of
the newly developing dimples is strongly influenced by the presence of nearby existing dimples,
therefore by having a single initiation point from which the wrinkling front propagates, the
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wrinkling plate avoids the formation of dimple arrays containing multiple "grains", as has been
observed in fully oxidized surfaces. For the plates in which this degree of ordering is not
observed, there are likely other factors such as surface defects or inconsistencies in oxide
thickness which lead to multiple initiation points or more complex propagation.

Figure 4.9 Examples of long-range order of hexagonal dimple arrays on small plates. Even when
dimple coalescence occurs, hexagonal order remains around the plate edge.

The finite size of these masked plates provokes the question as to whether the shape of
the plate may be influencing the arrangement of wrinkles across the entire plate. Considering the
very small difference in the calculated energies of hexagonal dimple and checkerboard patterns at
low overstress, it seems reasonable that the influence of the plate's shape might be significant
enough to impact the resulting patterns. To test this idea, we used square-shaped masks of the
same lateral lengthscale and mask thickness as the circular masks which led to the radial gradient
plates. The initial and final buckling patterns of two such plates are shown in Figure 4.10.
Buckling in the larger plate initiates near the edge with radially aligned ridges, then propagates
inward. The propagation front quickly transitions from a square shape near the border to a
circular shape, indicating that the influence of the edge on the wrinkles exists only over a short
distance. Similarly, wrinkling in the smaller plate initiates in a circular region at the plate center,
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taking the form of hexagonal dimples, not a checkerboard pattern as might be expected for square
boundaries. As these dimples propagate towards the edges, the plate shape again exerts no
influence until the wrinkling nears the very edge. Both of these cases illustrate that the wrinkling
behavior of a square plate which occurs within an inscribed circular area is nearly
indistinguishable from the wrinkling of a similarly-sized circular plate, or in other words, the
length over which boundary effects persist is very small compared to the overall plate sizes used
in these experiments. It should be stressed that this observation was only taken for plates with a
radial conversion gradient, and for which

is small, and may not be generally applicable for

square plates in general.

Figure 4.10 Initiation and final structure of plates fabricated using square masks. Wrinkling
occurs almost identically as in circular plate.
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4.5 Summary
We have examined the effects on wrinkle morphology by limiting the lateral size of the
wrinkling plate using a masked oxidation process. Although

was kept small for all plates

tested, a dependency on the plate size nonetheless emerged whereby large plates directed wrinkle
initiation at the plate edge while small plates initiated wrinkling at the plate center. These
differences in initiation led to considerably different final morphologies, with the large plates
dominated by ridges and the smaller plates by dimple structures. Although we found a link
between plate size and overstress, the correlation is most likely due to shadowing effects during
the oxidation process leading to a radial gradient in the properties of the plate, and not to any
property inherent in the plate size. We observed numerous instances of improved dimple ordering
in the case of small plates compared to the wrinkling of laterally extensive plates, and we
attributed this observation to the controlled initiation and propagation of wrinkling which occurs
on the plates with a radial gradient of conversion. This last observation suggests a strategy for
improved morphological control of wrinkling patterns based on careful control over the initiation
and propagation of wrinkles across a surface. Further insight and examples of processes which
facilitate ordered wrinkling using control over the kinetic aspects of wrinkling is presented in the
next chapter.

4.6 Open Questions
Although we ultimately identify a shadowing effect as the most likely cause of the
observed shift in morphology with plate size, the more general question of whether there is an
inherent link between plate size and morphology, and more specifically, plate size and overstress,
remains. While the limited experiments with a non-shadowing masking process did not reveal
any such apparent link, we did not test across a wide range of conditions, varying only

, and

not UVO time or solvent concentration; thus, the critical buckling stress of the plates was not
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quantified, even relative to plates of other sizes. Likewise, the effect of plate shape should also be
examined for non-gradient plates.
The improved ordering of dimples on the gradient plates merits further exploration as a
possible approach to ordering of dimples on a larger scale. For example, can such controlled
initiation be introduced at multiple, regular points across a buckling surface in such a way that
they guide the exact placement of dimples? Possible methods to achieve such order might involve
prepatterning the PDMS with tiny bumps similar to Ohzono et al.67, or using a grid-type mask
which is suspended some distance away from the surface such that no part of the surface is
completely blocked off from oxidation, but which still allows the formation of a spatial gradient
in oxide conversion.
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CHAPTER 5
KINETIC INFLUENCES ON WRINKLE MORPHOLOGY
5.1 Introduction
Thus far, this thesis has focused primarily on wrinkle pattern formation at equilibrium or
near-equilibrium conditions, where it is assumed that the wrinkling film is able to achieve its
most energetically favorable conformation. However, during the wrinkle formation process, stress
conditions are constantly changing. Even the formation of wrinkles itself is a process which
relieves stress, altering the stress conditions in the vicinity of the wrinkling area. The propagating
wrinkle fronts seen in Chapter 4 are a great example of this behavior, and their impact on the final
structure of the wrinkled film will be discussed in more detail here. In addition, it may occur that,
for a variety of reasons, the film is prevented from reaching its equilibrium state, resulting in the
formation of stable patterns apart from those presented in previous chapters. The coalescence of
dimples is one such case in which the stress conditions continue to evolve after the formation of
the initial equilibrium pattern. Other patterns form when the swelling kinetics of the wrinkling
process act to prevent the equilibrium pattern from being reached by acting on a shorter
timescale, yielding a larger applied stress than presented in the previous chapters. In our case,
these effects are seen when alternative chemical swelling agents are employed.
In this chapter, we present several consistently observed phenomena and trends relating
to kinetic processes within the overall course of wrinkling. However, it should be stressed that
while these phenomena play an important role in pattern formation, our understanding is still
limited. Often, these kinetic effects seem to be tied to the swelling kinetics of the solvent-oxidePDMS material system, which are poorly understood. Furthermore, many of these results were
obtained prior to the development of the beam curling experiments to measure applied stress.
Thus, the aim of this chapter is primarily to present relevant observations and to outline the
numerous questions they raise as well as possible approaches to answering these questions.
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5.2 Background
A striking example of the role played by kinetic processes during wrinkle formation is
that of the herringbone and labyrinth patterns. The two patterns share many similarities: both are
long, ridged structures consisting of numerous straight segments which are a few wavelengths
long and meet at angles greater than 90 degrees, and both are readily observed under conditions
of large, equibiaxial overstress. In fact, the two patterns are almost energetically equivalent, as
shown by Huang, et al.42, (presented in Figure 2.7b). Yet, the herringbone pattern exhibits a
remarkable degree of order, while the labyrinth does not. This difference lies in the stress
conditions during wrinkle formation: if the stress remains perfectly equibiaxial throughout
formation, the labyrinth pattern will emerge, while the herringbone occurs when the applied stress
at the critical buckling point is non-equibiaxial, even if the final stress is equibiaxial. This was
shown very clearly by Lin and Yang28, who reported the equibiaxial mechanical compression of
oxidized elastomeric samples controlling each direction of compression independently. When the
compression was applied in both directions simultaneously, a disorganized labyrinth pattern
emerged (Fig. 5.1a). However, when the compression was applied sequentially, the samples
buckled into a uniaxial pattern after the first compression, which became a very well-ordered
herringbone pattern once the second direction of compression was applied. The same behavior
was also demonstrated by Chiche, et al.72.
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Figure 5.1 Examples of kinetic influences affecting wrinkle morphology. a) Labyrinth vs.
Herringbone formation. Both samples were surface-oxidized while under equibiaxial mechanical
stretching. Upon release, the wrinkles formed labyrinth or herringbone structures if the stretching
in both directions was released simultaneously or sequentially, respectively. b) Changes in an
initial defect lead to either radial or concentric patterns in diffusion-controlled wrinkling driven
by swelling of the underlayer. c) Pattern growth in wrinkling via swollen, confined underlayer.
Top, middle left: patterns formed from edge-initiated wrinkling. Middle right, bottom left:
patterns formed from defect-initiated wrinkling. Bottom right: labyrinth pattern distant from
initiation. Reprinted from (a)Lin and Yang28, (b)Chung, et al.39, (c)Vandeparre et al.38.
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Another method by which an applied equibiaxial stress may be made non-equibiaxial
during wrinkle formation is when wrinkling occurs via an advancing front. In this case, nonequibiaxial wrinkling is initiated in the vicinity of an edge or defect. Wrinkle orientation at the
edge of this front then biases the alignment of wrinkles at the cusp of formation, causing the
alignment along the wrinkle front to propagate as the front advances. In this way, large areas may
be wrinkled under the same initiating conditions, leading to large domains of well-ordered
wrinkles. Depending on the conditions of initiation, this may lead to patterns of various types.
For defect-initiated wrinkling via swelling of a surface-oxidized film, Chung, et al.39,
demonstrated the ability to dictate either radial or concentric wrinkle patterns based on the nature
of the initial defect (Fig. 5.1b). Vandeparre and colleagues showed similar behavior for the
swelling of a metal-capped film38,73. They also report frontal growth from the sample edge,
demonstrating the formation of a well-ordered herringbone pattern in the vicinity of the edge and
labyrinth patterns in areas distant from the edge (Fig. 5.1c).
Although the reports presented above highlight trends and observations specific to the
kinetic effects of wrinkling, this does not imply that such effects are not also present in the larger
body of wrinkling research. Unless otherwise controlled via prepatterning or some other method,
all wrinkling patterns depend in some way on the kinetics of the processes by which they are
formed, including swelling timescales and extents, viscoelastic effects of the film or substrate,
heat transfer rates, and elastic energy barriers. Full understanding of a given wrinkle process must
account for all of these factors.

5.3 Experimental Approach
The observations presented below were collected under a variety of conditions, including
the methods outlined in the previous chapters. An overview of these conditions are given in Table
5.1. The chosen materials system for these experiments is once again PDMS which has been
treated using UV-ozone oxidation. Although this system has proven useful for quantitative
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characterization of the applied stress, the chemical makeup and physical structure of the oxide
layer is complex and not well-characterized. Since these factors play a critical role in the kinetics
of solvent absorption, attempting to draw solid conclusions based on these observations would be
imprudent.
In general, the observations presented here derive from experiments identical to those
previously presented, except with an emphasis on characterizing wrinkling before swelling
equilibrium has been reached. Edges, defects, coalescence, and wrinkle propagation behavior
therefore become the focus of discussion. In addition, some attempts were made to alter the
kinetics of formation by changing the chemical potential with which the swelling extent of the
oxide film is in equilibrium. This was done in two different ways: by changing the solvent used in
the reservoir for the vapor atmosphere, or by contacting the oxide surface with liquid solvent
instead of solvent vapor.
1 mm PDMS on glass slide, UVO 30 min.
a) Large square plate fabricated using Scotch tape as mask
b) Full surface oxidation, oxide cracked using forceps
1 mm PDMS on glass slide, UVO 30 min.
Figure 5.3
Pyridine vapor
Full surface oxidation
1 mm PDMS on glass slide, UVO 30 min.
Figure 5.4
Pyridine vapor a) Full surface oxidation
b) Inwardly-advancing front within large circular plate
1 mm PDMS on glass slide, UVO 30 min.
Figure 5.5
Pyridine vapor
Small circular plate
1 mm PDMS on glass slide, UVO 30 min.
Figure 5.6
Pyridine vapor
Small circular plate
Unsupported 3 mm thick PDMS, UVO 30 min.
Ethanol and
a) Ethanol liquid, removed from surface
Figure 5.7
pyridine liquid b) Pyridine liquid, half-covering wrinkles
c) Pyridine liquid on surface
1 mm PDMS on glass slide, UVO 30 min.
Figure 5.8
THF vapor
b) Wrinkles near likely cracks
c) Wrinkles near edge
1 mm PDMS on glass slide, UVO 30 min.
a) THF vapor, 10:1 PDMS
THF and ether
Figure 5.2
b) THF vapor, 20:1 PDMS
vapor
c) Ether vapor, 20:1 PDMS, near edge
d) Ether vapor, 20:1 PDMS, at long swelling time
Table 5.1 List of experimental conditions for the figures presented in this chapter.
Figure 5.2

Pyridine vapor
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5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Initiation and Propagation
The swelling-based wrinkling used in our experiments is inherently a dynamic process.
Because a wrinkling sample inevitably contains inhomogeneities such as edges, defects, or dust,
there will always exist locations in which the dynamics of swelling and stress development are
different than in the rest of the sample. Typically, these locations serve as stress concentration
points which serve to initiate wrinkling. Figure 5.2 shows examples of wrinkle initiation at edges
and defects in the oxide film for large overstress. In all cases, wrinkling begins as ridges aligned
perpendicular to the edge or defect. However, the advancing wrinkling fronts which are
responsible for the majority of wrinkles on a surface primarily originate from edge-based wrinkle
initiation, not from defect-initiated wrinkling. This observation contrasts with the defect-initiated
wrinkling reported previously38,39. However, a key difference is that the our system involves the
swelling of the thin film, while previous work used swelling of the soft underlayer and was
therefore dependent on lateral solvent diffusion after absorption. The uniform linear initiation
provided by a long edge enables the formation of highly regular patterns. In Figure 5.2a, ethanol
is used to create well-ordered herringbone patterns, and other patterns which arise through the use
of different solvents will be shown later. Figure 5.2b depicts the wrinkling around cracks created
in the oxide layer by pressing on the surface with the tip of a pair of forceps. As the later image
shows, the wrinkling front originates from outside the frame of the image, not from the wrinkles
initiated around the defects. Similar behavior is seen for other types of defects, such as bits of
debris embedded in the PDMS surface or masking of the surface during oxidation due to dust
particles.
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Figure 5.2 Initiation and frontal propagation of wrinkles. a) Initiation from the edge of a large
masked oxide plate. b) Initiation from deliberately introduced defects distant from edges. Two
types of defect are present in (b): cracks in the oxide layer caused by pressing vertically on the
surface with a sharp tip, and a small "island" of non-oxidized PDMS caused by masking of the
surface during UVO treatment. In both cases, a few radially aligned wrinkles form, but the main
propagating wrinkle front initiates at the edge instead of the defects.

The frontal propagation of wrinkles across the surface serves as the primary factor in
determining the exact local structure of ridged wrinkle patterns. Initially, wrinkles are aligned
perpendicular to the advancing front, due to the alignment of wrinkles at the edge of the sample.
As long as the wrinkles maintain this orientation, propagation results in the formation of long,
parallel ridges, which soon develop into a well-ordered herringbone pattern (Fig. 5.3a).
Interestingly, wrinkle alignment parallel to an advancing front has also been observed. This
propagation mechanism also results in the formation of long, parallel ridges which become
herringbone patterns after the front becomes more distant (Fig. 5.3b). Observations of parallel
front orientation -- especially those where the orientation persists over a significant distance -- are
considerably less common than those of perpendicular orientation, and it is not entirely clear why
or how such an orientation develops. However, once the wrinkling front is sufficiently distant
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from its initiation point, wrinkle orientation relative to the front becomes more complex in nature.
Figure 5.3c shows a front advancing across a surface. Initially, wrinkles are primarily oriented
perpendicular to the front. As the front advances, parallel "defects" in this orientation begin to
develop, and by the time the front approaches the opposite edge of the image frame, parallel
orientation has become the dominant mechanism of propagation. The final structure of the
wrinkles indicates the progression of frontal alignment: where perpendicular alignment
dominated, herringbones remain vertically aligned, while parallel propagation results in
horizontal herringbones. Interestingly, the area of transition between the two modes of
propagation is beset with numerous locations where the herringbone structure is lost and labyrinth
patterns emerge, although the areal extent of the labyrinth patterns is not large in this particular
sample.

Figure 5.3 Wrinkle alignment with respect to the propagating front. Herringbone patterns from
when wrinkle alignment is purely perpendicular (a) or purely parallel (b). However, fronts are
often composed of a mixture of the two alignment modes. In (c), the wrinkles are initially in
perpendicular alignment, but gradually become parallel to the front. The orientation during
propagation is evident in the final morphology. When the propagation mode is mixed, labyrinth
patterns are observed.
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Another interesting phenomenon is sometimes observed at the very cusp of the advancing
wrinkle front. For a brief time period, it is possible to see a hexagonal dimple pattern emerge
among the premature ridges (Fig. 5.4). The appearance of the dimples is consistent with the
notion that the surface is at its critical buckling point at the edge of the wrinkle front. However,
why this behavior is observed at some locations and not others is not yet clear, though the effect
seems to be stronger in areas where wrinkle fronts are bringing together wrinkles oriented in
different directions.

Figure 5.4 Formation of hexagonal dimples in the propagating front, in transition to ridge
patterns. a) Example of strongly expressed dimples en route to ridge formation. b) Three
sequential images showing the transition of hexagonal dimples to labyrinthine ridges.

A notable exception to wrinkle initiation at edges and defects occurs for wrinkling in
finite plates as presented in the previous chapter. In this case, wrinkling begins at the center of the
plate and propagates outward towards the edge (Fig. 5.5). Initiation at the plate center, where the
stress is equibiaxial instead of non-equibiaxial, results in the initial wrinkles taking the form of
dimple arrays, which possess a well-defined hexagonal packing in the case of plates with
shadowing effects. The same shadowing effects contribute toward plate-center initiation by
creating an apparent radial gradient of overstress when swollen. This assists in the formation of a
well-ordered dimple array by favoring a single initiation point. As wrinkling then propagates
towards the edge, the hexagonal lattice biases the formation of newly-formed dimples towards a
continuation of that lattice, rather than breaking the symmetry and forming a point or line defect.
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Figure 5.5 Initiation and propagation of hexagonal dimple array from the center of the plate. The
central initiation and regular, omnidirectional propagation lead to continued propagation of the
initial dimple lattice. Drawings in upper left depict approximate areal coverage of wrinkles on the
oxide plate. The beginning of dimple coalescence is seen in the rightmost image.

5.4.2 Dimple Coalescence
The final image in Figure 5.5 depicts the beginning of the dimple coalescence process.
Coalescence occurs when swelling continues to occur after a film has already buckled into a
dimple array, as a way of transitioning towards the more energetically favorable ridge structures.
However, experimentally there is a tendency to maintain the hexagonal lattice of the original
pattern, perhaps due to kinetic considerations of forming an entirely new pattern. Although a
ridge-based pattern may possess lower energy than the dimple array, the same may not be true for
the transitional state through which the film would need to pass in order to change from dimples
to ridges. The mechanism by which the hexagonal mode transitions to a more energy-minimizing
pattern is seen in Fig. 5.6a. Starting from the hexagonal pattern, slight increases in the overstress
cause isolated hexagons to coalesce with neighbors producing an extended local groove. The
coalescing of a pair of hexagons tends to also trigger the coalescing of a neighboring pair. These
triggered pairs are usually situated along a lattice line that is not parallel to that of the original
pair, in order to accommodate the local stress in an equibiaxial manner. In some cases, these
coalesced grooves link to form even longer grooves, but in general they tend to remain the
product of just 2–3 hexagons. The overall result is a pattern that locally resembles a "segmented
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labyrinth," analogous to the labyrinth pattern reported for homogeneously initiated wrinkling at
high overstress. There are instances in which regular patterns emerge out of the coalescence
process (Fig. 5.6b). The more commonly observed pattern consists of a cage-like structure of six
pairs of coalesced dimples surrounding a single, uncoalesced dimple. This cage pattern may
persist over an area large enough to allow several repetitions of the unit cell (see Fig. 4.4, lower
right), but does not typically cover a majority of a coalesced array. Less common is the
coalescence pattern resembling a "segmented herringbone", where pairs of coalesced dimples
arrange themselves in a zigzag pattern resembling the herringbone-shaped ridges. However,
occurrences of this pattern are surprisingly rare, considering the favorability and general
experimental abundance of the ridged herringbone which it resembles.

Figure 5.6 Dimple coalescence. a) A sequence of images depicting the transition of dimples to a
"segmented labyrinth" pattern with increasing overstress. b) Regular patterns formed from dimple
coalescence: cage structure (top), and segmented herringbone (bottom).

5.4.3 Solvent Kinetic Effects
Of the kinetic effects discussed here, those stemming from the absorption yield some of
the most interesting results in terms of novel morphological patterns, yet are among the least-fully
understood. The challenge in assessing the impact of absorption kinetics is multifaceted. From the
perspective of the wrinkling film, not only is the chemical makeup of the oxide layer poorly
understood, the extent of oxidation varies with depth, resulting in a swelling profile that is likely
non-uniform. In addition, physical aspects such as the porosity of the oxide are not known. If we
consider aspects of the chemical swelling agent, we must take into account the vapor pressure,
absorption rate, diffusion rate, and selectivity of each solvent for both the oxide film and the
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underlying PDMS. Furthermore, the physical properties of the wrinkling system are likely to
change upon solvent absorption. Therefore, in order to more fully understand the true effects of
swelling kinetics, a more suitable materials system should be developed. Nevertheless, the use of
different solvents in conjunction with UVO-treated PDMS yields a number of compelling
observations, hence their inclusion in this chapter.
Among the simplest adjustments which can be made to the swelling process is the
substitution of liquid swelling agent for the solvent vapor. Doing so greatly changes the
absorption speed, as wrinkles are observed to appear within a matter of seconds instead of
minutes or hours. However, the overall swelling extent is also increased by an unknown amount,
thus it is unclear which of these effects is responsible for the observed differences in the
wrinkling patterns. Figure 5.7 depicts typical wrinkle patterns for the swelling of UVO-treated
PDMS directly contacted with ethanol and pyridine liquid solvents. The dominant patterns which
emerge resemble the zipper patterns reported by Chan and Crosby37 for UVO-treated PDMS after
the swelling and subsequent crosslinking by n-butyl acrylate of UVO-treated PDMS. These
patterns are characterized by long, backbone-like ridges with shorter, perpendicular "teeth"
protruding from the spines, which interlock with each other. The overall ordering of these zipperlike varies greatly, from a loose array of roughly interlocking zippers to a very tight,
perpendicular array in the case of the zippers of Chan and Crosby. Isolated instances of a
seemingly related pattern in which the wrinkles form a weave-like structure have also been
observed. As in the case of vapor swelling, the presence of a propagating wrinkling front likely
plays a key role in the ordering of these wrinkles. Some evidence that such a mechanism is at
work is shown in Fig. 5.7c, which depicts a partially wrinkled film in contact with pyridine liquid.
The wrinkled regions form star-like fingers with initial wrinkles oriented perpendicular to the
long axis. In addition, the beginnings of the "tooth" formation can be observed.
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Figure 5.7 Wrinkle patterns formed using liquid solvents. a) Wrinkle pattern formed when UVOtreated PDMS is contacted with liquid ethanol. The liquid has been removed for imaging, but the
sample remains in an ethanol vapor atmosphere, and the wrinkles do not diminish. A structure
resembling a zipper pattern is formed, but remains disorganized. b) Similar patterns form for
samples contacted with liquid pyridine. In this image, the liquid layer is only partly withdrawn
from the surface, with the top half of the image still covered with liquid pyridine. c) Wrinkle
formation process for a surface in contact with liquid pyridine. Pyridine liquid remains on the
surface. Uniaxial wrinkle growth occurs via the formation of "fingers" across the surface, perhaps
caused by cracks in the oxide layer. The uniaxial wrinkles which make up these fingers lead to
ordered zipper patterns over small areas.

A similar initiation process is observed when tetrahydrofuran (THF) (VWR) vapor is
used as the swelling agent. THF is not only a good (and rapid) solvent for the oxide layer, but a
known PDMS swelling agent as well48, giving rise to complex swelling and wrinkling behavior.
Figure 5.8a shows a thin beam curling first in one direction, then the other as first the PDMS,
then the oxide layer swell in THF vapor. If this behavior also occurs on a rigid sample which does
not bend (it is rigidly confined by an underlying glass slide), the response of the oxide film would
be first to crack, then wrinkle. Although we do not observe the cracks directly, the subsequent
wrinkling initiates not only at the edge, but also in "ribbons" of uniaxially aligned wrinkles
crossing the surface (Fig. 5.8b), indicating the presence of some long, stress-biasing feature not
seen with other solvents. The well-aligned wrinkles in these ribbons become well-ordered zipper
patterns once the film is fully wrinkled, supporting the notion that the formation of this pattern
depends on well-ordered initial wrinkles. A series of images depicting the transition of uniaxial
ridges to the zipper structure is shown in Figure 5.8c. As the edge of the wrinkle front becomes
distant, a small, single wavelength section or a ridge separates itself. These sections then grow
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perpendicularly to the original ridges, eventually joining together to become the backbone of the
zipper pattern.

Figure 5.8 THF swelling and wrinkling behavior. a) Sequence of images showing bending of a
UVO-treated PDMS beam in a THF vapor atmosphere. The beam first increases in curvature,
then decreases, suggesting rapid absorption of vapor by the PDMS layer, followed by slower, but
greater swelling of the oxide layer. b) Initiation and final structure of wrinkles swollen by THF
vapor. Well-ordered zipper patterns form where uniaxial wrinkle "ribbons" were first initiated. c)
Sequence of images depicting aligned frontal propagation and transition from uniaxial ridges to
zipper patterns.

Although Figure 5.8c depicts perpendicular wrinkle front propagation, THF vapor
swelling may also drive parallel wrinkle fronts. However, in contrast to the parallel fronts
observed for pyridine and ethanol, the wrinkles do not typically remain in parallel alignment to
the front, but instead rearrange to a perpendicular alignment once the front is distant by a few
wavelengths (Fig. 5.9a). When a softer formulation of PDMS (1:20 crosslinker ratio instead of
1:10) is used as the elastic underlayer, this type of propagation is characterized by even more
mobility. Instead of propagation by the gradual increase in amplitude of individual wrinkles at the
cusp of the front, a single wrinkle is pushed like a wave across the surface, behind which wrinkles
arrange themselves with little apparent connection to the direction of the advancing wave (Fig.
5.9b). A more dramatic, well-ordered example of this propagation/rearrangement process is
observed in when ethyl ether is used as the swelling agent with 20:1 PDMS (Fig. 5.9c). This
observed ease of rearrangement may stem from the fact that both THF and ethyl ether are
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characterized by the ability to swell PDMS to a considerable degree.48 In fact, the samples used
for the measurements in Figure 5.9 relied on confinement of the PDMS by using a thin (<1 mm)
PDMS film cast on a glass slide to prevent over-expansion of the PDMS layer, which prevents
wrinkle formation. With significant absorption of solvent by the PDMS, the underlayer softens,
beginning to resembling a gel more than an elastomer. Evidence that this is the case may be
observed in the wrinkling of the ether-swollen samples at longer times (Fig. 5.9d). The wrinkles
no longer appear to have smooth sinusoidal profiles, instead exhibiting sharper crease-like
feature, resembling the creased surfaces of swollen, bound gels74. However, more work remains
to be done in order to show that swelling of the PDMS is responsible for these observations.

Figure 5.9 Parallel front propagation in THF vapor-swollen samples. a) Behind the front, the
wrinkles realign to become perpendicular to the orientation of the front. b) In softer PDMS, a
parallel front may advance as a continuously rolling wave across the surface. Wrinkle
rearrangement behind the wave does not appear to be influenced by front orientation. c) An
extreme example of wrinkle realignment is observed for samples swollen in ethyl ether vapor. As
the parallel front advances, the leftmost ridge undergoes a periodic secondary bifurcation and
subsequently joins the advancing realignment front which follows the initiation front. d) Final
structure of ether-swollen surfaces. Certain depressions gain higher contrast, suggesting a sharper,
more crease-like features. This may be evidence that the wrinkling is due to swelling of the
underlayer, not the oxide skin.
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5.5 Summary
We have shown the ability to access several different non-equilibrium morphologies by changing
the conditions of wrinkling to enhance the various kinetic effects affecting wrinkle formation. By
conducting these experiments, we have identified several key factors which seem to play the
largest roles in determining the morphology. Specifically, the conditions of initiation and wrinkle
front propagation were shown to play a key role in the formation of well-ordered patterns of all
types. Additionally, the order inherent in a dimple array may be used as a template for more
complex ordered patterns through dimple coalescence processes. Finally, factors such as the rate
and extent of swelling have been shown to impact the observed kinetics and final wrinkle
morphologies, though details of the swelling kinetics remain unclear. These experiments
highlight the potential for kinetically-controlled wrinkling processes to develop novel
morphological patterns.
As evidenced by the results presented in this section, control over wrinkle initiation and
propagation plays a key role in the development of well-ordered patterns. Thus, to improve the
ordering of wrinkles of any pattern, strategies which focus on regular, controlled wrinkle
initiation are likely to be successful. For patterns which may develop out of uniaxial ridges, this
may be achieved by modifying the pathway of stress application to first form ridges. For other
patterns, such as dimples, factors such as diffusion kinetics may prove more successful. With a
more complete understanding of the various system timescales and swelling extents, both the
number of kinds of patterns which may be created using wrinkling and the degree of ordering of
these patterns may be greatly improved.

5.6 Open Questions
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Obviously, many aspects of the experiments presented above are incompletely
understood. The first step towards drawing clean, useful conclusions about the effect of swelling
kinetics is to design a materials system for which these kinetics are either already known or easily
characterizable, and which will still undergo wrinkling. Then, using this system it will be possible
to answer many of the questions raised, but not fully addressed by the observations presented
here, including: How can the propagation of wrinkling fronts be better controlled over large
areas? Is there a preference for the orientation of ridges relative to the wrinkle front? How do
herringbone patterns formed from parallel and perpendicular fronts compare? How does
coalescence of a pair of dimples impact the stresses affecting neighboring dimples, and can we
apply this knowledge towards better control of coalesced dimple structures? What is the
relationship between solvent swelling ratio and applied stress, considering potential softening
effects of the swollen material? How do the absorption and diffusion rates interact to drive
wrinkle formation? Is it possible to adjust these rates so that wrinkling occurs temporarily, then
disappears? How do changes in the applied swelling affect the patterns on films which have
already wrinkled? Can novel patterns be accessed by using one wrinkle pattern to template
formation of another, similar to the observed dimple coalescence? How would a swollen,
wrinkled film respond to displacement of the swelling agent with a different solvent, and could
such a system be developed as a potential chemical sensor? The answers to these questions are
key to understanding the whole wrinkling process based on not only the final stress state, but on
the kinetic pathway by which the final state was reached.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
This work comprises fundamental studies of the effect of stress state on the morphology
of a wrinkled, swollen surface as well as explorations of ways in which this fundamental
understanding may be used to tune, improve or diversify the resulting wrinkle patterns. It
represents a methodical experimental approach to the application and measurement of a range of
applied swelling stresses, focusing on the morphological transitions with both the magnitude and
directionality of the stress states. Thus, it lays the foundation for numerous lines of future work to
refine experimental procedures to continue developing novel patterns and applied materials using
wrinkle self-assembly.
Inspired by the wealth of observed wrinkling behaviors, we designed experiments which
allowed careful control over the applied stresses, and were thus able to draw links between the
nature of the applied stress and the nature of the resulting wrinkle patterns. Our system enabled
the study of wrinkling at states of small overstress, a fundamentally important regime with little
prior experimental understanding. We demonstrated a quantitative link between overstress and
wrinkle morphology, with dimple patterns emerging below an overstress value of ~2,
transitioning to ridge patterns at higher overstresses. The hexagonal ordering of the dimple
patterns was linked to the presence of slight curvature of the swelling surface. Using beams with
gradient prestresses, we showed a continuous morphological transition from aligned uniaxial
patterns to equibiaxial patterns in both low and high overstress samples.
The same system was then used to demonstrate the dependence of morphology on the
inherent curvature of a surface, enabling formation of complex, hierarchically structured features
of tunable morphology. This tunability was shown to arise from an inherent dependence of
curvature and overstress, with a transition from dimple to ridge patterns once again occurring at
an overstress value of ~2. We have thereby identified curvature as an additional independent
parameter by which the morphology may be controlled.
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System geometry also played a role in the wrinkling of finite plates, wherein the
morphologies of the wrinkled plates were linked to their lateral size scale. Using circular plates an
order of magnitude or more larger than the characteristic wrinkle wavelength, we demonstrated a
transition between ridge patterns in large plates and dimple patterns in small plates, with the
transition occurring at a plate size of approximately 2 mm. This morphological transition was
shown to be caused by shadowing effects in the oxidation process. Additionally, no significant
changes to the morphology were observed in square-shaped plates.
Kinetic aspects in both the finite plates and in laterally extensive wrinkling processes
were shown to lead to the formation of new types of wrinkle patterns as well as improve the
degree of ordering in all types of patterns. Wrinkling was observed to frontally propagate across a
surface, and the ordering of herringbone, dimple, and zipper patterns was linked to the uniformity
and alignment of the wrinkles at the edge of the propagating front. The uniformity of wrinkle
initiation and propagation was identified as the primary factor underlying well-ordered patterns.
Additionally, the use of different swelling agents was shown to influence the patterns which
emerged, although more work is needed to determine the exact role of solvent identity.
Taken together, the results and analysis presented here provide many answers to
questions regarding the morphological behavior of wrinkles, while raising many new questions
and promising avenues of future work and potential applications of wrinkled surfaces. In the
pursuit of novel material properties through controlled surface microstructure, fundamental
understanding of the processes which drive the formation of wrinkle structures becomes key to
creating new patterns and incorporating new materials into the structured interface. Additionally,
as material design trends toward smaller lengthscales, the spontaneous self-generation of
wrinkling processes stands poised to offer tremendous advantages over other patterning
techniques. With our improved understanding of the link between stress state and morphology,
we may begin to intelligently address the potential to generate more complex patterns through the
creative use of geometry, material choice, and process kinetics. It also enables the possibility to
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expand the role of wrinkling as a characterization tool for stresses in complex materials and
geometries. The kinetic effects presented here will undoubtedly provide a number of useful
starting points for both the generation of novel patterns as well as in exploiting the potential
reversibility of wrinkled surfaces provides a unique pathway towards creating responsive material
interfaces.
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